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Preface

Participatory processes and civic initiatives are very common in today’s
landscape architecture. I am interested in what way landscape architects
can contribute to these participatory processes, and how they can
improve them with their specific design skills.
This report is the final product of an MSc thesis in landscape architecture
at Wageningen University. It is the result of a research on landscape
architects in participatory design processes, and in particular on the way
a landscape architect can start a discussion with his/her design skills at
the beginning of these participatory process.
This thesis is partly conducted at the case Thialf in Arnhem, the
Netherlands. Without the help of the stakeholders in this area, this
research could not have been completed. Therefore, I want to thank
everyone who provided information, was present at the meeting and/or
completed the survey. Furthermore, I would like to thank various other
people for their input. The experts and interviewees of Emma’s Hof who
shared their expertise and experiences with me. My supervisors Sanda
Lenzholzer and Martijn Duineveld for their professional feedback. Friends
and family for the help and support they offered. And finally a special
thanks to Josien Westgeest for all her support and for being the external
observer.
With this thesis, I hope to inspire landscape architects to interact with
stakeholders, and combine science, designing and user experience. Alone
we are strong, together we are stronger.
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Summary
Participatory processes and initiatives taken by citizens to improve their own living environment are
becoming more common. However, it is unclear in what way the quality of these designs is guaranteed
and if landscape architects are able to contribute to these participatory processes with their design
skills. Landscape architects are often only involved in participatory processes as facilitators or mediators,
while they can distinguish themselves from other disciplines by their design skills. In addition, the
designs in participatory processes are only seen as the outcome, instead of a tool that can be used
during the entire process. Therefore, this research will give an answer to the following question: What
are the experiences of people who are involved in a participatory process with a landscape architect
who uses his/her design skills to start a discussion at the beginning of this process? This question will
be answered by Research Through Designing (RTD) in case Thialf in Arnhem, evaluated by triangulation
with a log by the landscape architect, observation by an external observer and surveys conducted
amongst the stakeholders.
The involvement of landscape architects in participatory processes started in the sixties, when
participation became part of public consciousness. Landscape architects mediated between conflicts
and facilitated the process, while before they were seen as designers of scenery. In the eighties and
nineties more critical sounds occurred on participation, and designing became more important with
an artistic role for landscape architects. However, the search for effective participation was ongoing
and the economic growth of the eighties improved the technologies which contributed to the
improvement of design techniques. In the nineties, a community oriented approach emerged and even
today participation is still popular. Currently there is a pragmatic view on participation and landscape
architects can choose between multiple roles.
In comparison with other disciplines, landscape architects have specific designs skills and are better
able to switch between different scales. As a designer, they understand and use visual media to analyse
the landscape, enhance plans, and communicate with clients and users. The power of designers is high
because of the use of visual media, as visuals are never objective and can change perceptions.  
The case Thialf, in which the RTD is performed, is an adventure playground situated between the
districts of Spijkerkwartier and Arnhemse Broek in Arnhem, the Netherlands. Various stakeholders who
are all related to Thialf but within their own background and focus are involved. In their opinion, Thialf
is quite fragmented without an overall view, due to some developments in the last years and needs an
overall plan made in cooperation with stakeholders.
Participatory processes have several objectives. Participation should increase fairness and justice,
represent the society, discover the wishes of the public and create a sense of ownership and community.
However, everyone should get the chance to participate and be heard by the initiator. Participation can
also reduce time and costs, because protests and long conflicts are avoided, but it can also lead to
longer processes with unsatisfied participants. It appears that the successfulness of a participatory
process depends of the way the process is organised.
The RTD consists of both design techniques and design procedures. The design techniques should be
understandable for everyone, provoke reactions and broaden views. A combination of high and low
tech methods is used to ensure that they are comprehensible for everyone and illustrate what the
area can look like. Three different design techniques – design options, design plans and photorealistic
visualisations - should give a clear image of the future possibilities of Thialf and start the discussion.
The design options are eight separated elements of a design which are illustrated as two extremes and
a middle. These options can be combined in all possible ways which should broaden the views of the
stakeholders, and have them think about different combinations and other options. The most extreme
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combinations of the design options are transformed into two design plans. These design plans are maps
which give an overview of what the entire area can look like. They should give the stakeholders an idea
of how the design options could be combined and should provoke many reactions to discover the wishes
of the participants. Photorealistic visualisations should ensure that the design plans are completely
understandable for everyone and illustrate the consequences of the plans in the field.
Multiple design procedures could be used to discover the wishes and preferences of the participants. In
this research it is important that the procedures are appropriate to use at the beginning of a participatory
process. They also should ensure that everyone is actively involved and stimulated to form and give their
opinion. A combination of sticking post-its to the designs and an open discussion enhance this. The
post-its ensure that everyone is involved and stimulated to give their opinion. The discussion provides
stakeholders the opportunity to exchange ideas and generate new ideas.
The design options, design plans and photorealistic visualisations are presented to the stakeholders
of Thialf in the meeting. After this presentation, the participants are invited to write their opinions on
post-its and stick them to the designs. This resulted in various comments as well on specific elements
as on the broader idea of the designs. These and other comments are also mentioned in the discussion.
Afterwards, all comments are combined into a new design that envisions the participants’ ideas.
The role of the landscape architect, the design techniques and design procedures are all compared with
the practical experience obtained during the meeting with the stakeholders, landscape architect and
external observer. Overall, the meeting was an unexpected approach to start a discussion. There was
an open and comfortable atmosphere where all stakeholders could give their opinions. Everyone was
actively involved, and felt equal and taken seriously. In addition, all design techniques were useful in
their own way; the design options were informative and raised the discussion indirect, the design plans
were interesting and evoked many reactions but seemed quite fixed which resulted in some confused
stakeholders, and the photorealistic visualisations ensured that everyone could envision what Thialf
could look like. Sticking post-its to the designs and the discussion gave an overview of the wishes and
preferences of the stakeholders. All elements of the meeting reinforced and complemented each other,
and contributed to start a discussion.
The participants were glad to have a moment with all stakeholders together and they saw it as a start of
a longer process. Nevertheless, they also had many critical reactions and did not believe that this was
the most appropriate way to start a participatory process. The stakeholders already had many ideas so it
was not needed to stimulate them to form an opinion. Therefore, this process could be more useful for
lay people with fewer ideas in advance. However, the critical reactions of the participants on the role of
the landscape architect, design techniques and design procedures ensured that a discussion was started
at the beginning of this process and gave an overview of the preconditions of a new design. Therefore,
this approach seems to improve and contribute to faster progression of participatory processes.
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Samenvatting
Participatieprocessen en burgerinitiatieven om de leefomgeving te verbeteren komen steeds vaker voor.
Toch is het niet duidelijk op welke manier de kwaliteit van de ontwerpen gegarandeerd kunnen worden en of
landschapsarchitecten met hun ontwerpvaardigheden kunnen bijdragen aan deze participatieprocessen.
Landschapsarchitecten zijn vaak alleen als facilitators of mediators in participatieprocessen betrokken,
terwijl ze zich juist met hun ontwerpvaardigheden kunnen onderscheiden van andere disciplines.
Daarnaast worden ontwerpen vaak alleen gezien als de uitkomst van een participatieproces in plaats
van een middel dat gebruikt kan worden tijdens het hele proces. Dit onderzoek geeft antwoord op de
volgende vraag: Wat zijn de ervaringen van mensen die betrokken zijn in een participatieproces met een
landschapsarchitect die zijn/haar ontwerpvaardigheden gebruikt om een discussie te starten aan het
begin van dit proces? Deze vraag zal beantwoordt worden aan de hand van een onderzoek bij project
Thialf in Arnhem waar het ontwerp als onderzoeksmethode ingezet wordt (Research Through Designing
(RTD)). Dit proces zal geëvalueerd worden aan de hand van een log door de landschapsarchitect,
observatie door een externe observator en enquêtes door stakeholders (Triangulatie).
De betrokkenheid van landschapsarchitecten in participatieprocessen begon in de jaren zestig toen
participatie onder publieke aandacht kwam. Landschapsarchitecten bemiddelden tussen conflicten en
faciliteerden het proces, terwijl ze eerder gezien werden als ontwerpers van het landschap. In de jaren
tachtig en negentig ontstonden er kritische geluiden over participatie en het ontwerp werd belangrijker
met een artistieke rol voor landschapsarchitecten. Desondanks gaat de zoektocht naar effectieve
participatie door en de economische groei in de jaren tachtig zorgt ervoor dat de ontwerptechnieken
verbeterden. In de jaren negentig ontstond er een gemeenschapsgerichte aanpak en vandaag de dag
is participatie nog populair. Nu is er een pragmatische kijk op participatie en landschapsarchitecten
kunnen daarin vele rollen aan nemen.
In vergelijking met andere disciplines hebben landschapsarchitecten specifieke ontwerpvaardigheden
en zijn ze beter in het switchen tussen schalen. Als ontwerpers begrijpen en gebruiken ze visuele
media om het landschap te analyseren, plannen te vormen en te communiceren met opdrachtgevers
en gebruikers. De macht die ontwerpers door het gebruik van visuele media hebben is groot, omdat
visualisaties nooit objectief zijn en ze percepties kunnen veranderen.
Thialf, het project waar de RTD is uitgevoerd, is een bouwspeelplaats gelegen tussen de wijken
Spijkerkwartier en Arnhemse Broek in Arnhem. Verschillende stakeholders zijn betrokken in dit proces,
allen met een eigen achtergrond en focus gerelateerd aan Thialf. Volgens hen is Thialf erg gefragmenteerd
door verschillende ontwikkelingen in de laatste jaren en mist er een algemene visie. Daarom is er een
algemeen plan nodig dat ontwikkeld wordt in samenwerking met stakeholders.
Participatieprocessen hebben verschillende doeleinden. Participatie zou de eerlijkheid en
rechtvaardigheid verhogen, de samenleving vertegenwoordigen, de wensen van het publiek ontdekken,
en een gevoel van eigenaarschap en gemeenschap creëren. Dan moet echter wel iedereen de kans
krijgen om te participeren en ook gehoord worden door de initiator. Participatie kan ook tijd en kosten
besparen, omdat protesten en lange conflicten vermeden worden. Daarentegen kan het echter ook
leiden tot langere processen met ontevreden participanten. Het blijkt dat het succes van een participatief
proces afhankelijk is van de manier waarop het proces is georganiseerd.
De RTD bevat ontwerptechnieken en ontwerpprocedures. De ontwerptechnieken moeten begrijpelijk
zijn voor iedereen, reacties uitlokken en blikken verbreden. Er wordt een combinatie van high en
low tech methoden gebruikt zodat het voor iedereen te begrijpen is, maar ook een duidelijk beeld
geeft van hoe het gebied eruit kan zien. Drie verschillende ontwerptechnieken – ontwerpopties,
ontwerpplannen en fotorealistische visualisaties – zouden een duidelijk beeld moeten geven van de
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toekomstige mogelijkheden van Thialf en tevens een discussie moeten starten. De ontwerpopties zijn
acht losse elementen van een ontwerp die zijn afgebeeld als twee extremen met een middelpunt. Deze
opties kunnen op alle mogelijke manieren met elkaar gecombineerd worden en zouden de blikken van
stakeholders moeten verbreden en hen laten nadenken over verschillende combinaties en nieuwe opties.
De meest extreme combinaties van de ontwerpopties zijn getransformeerd tot twee ontwerpplannen.
Deze ontwerpplannen zijn plankaarten die een overzicht geven van hoe het gehele gebied eruit kan zien.
Ze zouden de stakeholders een idee moeten geven van hoe de ontwerpopties gecombineerd kunnen
worden en daarnaast vele reacties op moeten roepen zodat de wensen van de participanten duidelijk
worden. Fotorealistische visualisaties zorgen dat de ontwerpplannen volledig duidelijk zijn voor iedereen
en laten de consequenties van de plannen in het veld zien.
Verschillende ontwerpprocedures kunnen gebruikt worden om de wensen en voorkeuren van de
participanten te ontdekken. In dit onderzoek is het belangrijk dat de procedures geschikt zijn om te
gebruiken aan het begin van een participatieproces. Ze moeten er ook voor zorgen dat iedereen actief
betrokken is en gestimuleerd wordt om een mening te vormen en te geven. Een combinatie van post-its
plakken bij de ontwerpen en een discussie zal hiervoor zorgen. De post-its zorgen er voor dat iedereen
betrokken is en stimuleren het geven van een mening. De discussie biedt stakeholders de kans om
ideeën uit te wisselen en nieuwe ideeën te genereren.
De ontwerpopties, ontwerpplannen en fotorealistische visualisaties zijn gepresenteerd in een
bijeenkomst aan de stakeholders van Thialf. Na deze presentatie werden de participanten uitgenodigd
om hun mening op post-its te schrijven en bij de ontwerpen te plakken. Dit resulteerde in verschillende
reacties over zowel specifieke elementen als over het bredere idee van de ontwerpen. Deze en andere
reacties werden ook genoemd in de discussie. Achteraf zijn alle reacties gecombineerd in een nieuw
ontwerp dat de ideeën van de participanten weergeeft.
De rol van de landschapsarchitect, de ontwerptechnieken en de ontwerpprocedures zijn allemaal
vergeleken met de praktijkervaringen in de bijeenkomst van de stakeholders, landschapsarchitect en
observator. Over het algemeen was de bijeenkomst een ongebruikelijke manier om een discussie te
starten. Er was een open en comfortabele sfeer waar alle stakeholders hun mening konden geven.
Iedereen was actief betrokken, en voelde zich gelijk en serieus genomen. Daarnaast waren alle
ontwerptechnieken op een eigen manier nuttig; de ontwerpopties waren informatief en verhoogden de
discussie indirect, de ontwerpplannen waren interessant en riepen veel reacties op maar leken redelijk
definitief wat leidde tot enkele gefrustreerde stakeholders, en de fotorealistische visualisaties zorgden
ervoor dat iedereen een beeld had van hoe Thialf eruit kan komen te zien. Het plakken van post-its bij
de ontwerpen en de discussie gaven een overzicht van de wensen en voorkeuren van de stakeholders.
Alle elementen van de bijeenkomst versterkten en vulden elkaar aan en hebben bijgedragen aan de start
van een discussie.
De participanten waren blij dat ze een moment hadden met alle stakeholders samen en zij zagen deze
bijeenkomst als een start voor een langer proces. Toch heeft het ook verschillende kritische reacties
opgeleverd en men geloofde niet dat dit de meest geschikte manier was om een participatieproces
te starten. De stakeholders hadden al veel ideeën vooraf, waardoor het niet echt nodig was om ze te
stimuleren in het vormen van een mening. Daarom zou dit proces geschikter kunnen zijn voor leken die
van te voren minder ideeën hebben. Toch hebben de kritische reacties van de participanten op de rol
van de landschapsarchitect, ontwerptechnieken en ontwerpprocedures geleidt tot een discussie aan
het begin van het proces en de randvoorwaarden voor een nieuw ontwerp. Daarom lijkt deze aanpak
processen te verbeteren en bij te dragen aan een snellere vooruitgang van participatieprocessen.
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part I
Introduction - Landscape architects in participatory
processes - Landscape architects as designers

To start the report an introduction will be given which contains the fascination
of the writer, problem definition, purpose, research questions, research and
design strategy, and research methods of this research. In the end of the
introduction an overview of the report can be found that shows the contents
of the different parts and chapters.
Chapter 2 is about landscape architects in participatory processes, with
more information on the evolution of participation in relation to landscape
architecture and the current roles of landscape architects in participatory
processes. To continue chapter 3 describes the role of landscape architects as
designers, including the designs skills and design(ing).

1.Introduction
Citizens are
often involved
in decision
making
processes
by the
government
More
initiatives
are taken by
citizens to
improve their
own living
environment

1.1. Fascination
If you have recently walked around in your neighbourhood, you have
most likely seen a city garden, urban agriculture, a recreational route or a
playground that has been constructed by or in cooperation with residents
in recent years. The government is involving citizens more and more in
decision making processes to have residents think about their own living
environment and prevent protests afterwards (Richards and Dalbey, 2006).
Moreover, citizens also improve their own living environment  themselves
because the government will do it in a lesser extent for them. Citizens
unite with like-minded people to start an initiative to improve their living
environment which includes commissioning, designing, developing,
constructing, managing and evaluating their own neighbourhood
(Salverda and van Dam, 2008, Sanoff, 2000).

Participation
is a bottom-up
approach

The financial crisis is currently influencing the landscape and society.
This is visible in the amount of vacant buildings and derelict land in the
urban context, and humans need to think and act in different ways than
before, resulting in bottom-up empowerment (de Haan and Rotmans,
2011, van Dam et al., 2014). In addition, the government has shifted to
a governance which means that the community should change into a
participatory society during these times (de Jonge, 2009, Regeerakkoord
VVD PvdA, 2012). This implies that the government is doing less and
citizens should take initiative to help and strengthen each other, which
means it is more bottom-up oriented (WRR, 2012). Citizens can do a lot
together (Surowiecki, 2004), however, it is unclear in what way it can be
ensured that a design also connects to the rest of the landscape and has
value for the entire area.

Participatory
processes
with the
involvement
stakeholders

Participatory processes are bottom-up oriented, instead of top-down
through the government or experts (figure 1.1). A bottom-up approach
is community-oriented with attention to the context and concern for
identity (WRR, 2012). Sanoff (2000) describes it as more flexible, personal,
localised, continuous, holistic, multidisciplinary, evolutionary, familiar,
people-managed and open. Organised and non-organised citizens,
users, societal organisations and private parties - together described as
stakeholders - are involved in participatory processes (Edelenbos and
Klijn, 2006). To Richards and Dalbey (2006) stakeholders are impacted by
or have a stake in decision making with the development or use of an area.
These are the persons or groups who will be affected by the outcome of a
decision making process, but also have the power to support or block it.

Landscape
architects in
participatory
processes as
experts in
designing
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Experts – persons who bring specific knowledge and skills into the process
(Hajer et al., 2010) – should support or lead citizens in participatory
processes to create a plan that improves their living environment,
according to Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid (WRR,
2012). Since the sixties, landscape architects are educated to analyse the
landscape, and to combine all aspects in a design that solves a problem and
improves the landscape. The design side of landscape architecture is often
overshadowed in participatory processes through organisational aspects

top-Down

bottom-up

Figure 1.1. Shift from top-down to bottom-up

local anD experiential know

such as facilitating the process and mediating between stakeholders
(Fischer, 2000). More attention for designing is needed in participatory
processes to improve and create a sustainable living environment for
everyone. Therefore, I wonder in what way landscape architects, with
their design skills, can contribute to participatory processes.

Much
literature
and terms on
participation
but no rules

1.2. Problem definition
Participation is a broad concept with multiple terms which are frequently
used, even when it is not appropriate. There are no rules or restrictions
to organise or name a participatory process and terms differentiate from
policy participation (WRR, 2012) to community design (Hester, 1989).
The high frequency in which these terms are used makes the value of
participation doubtful. The differentiation in the amount of power for
participants also contributes to this sceptical attitude. The ‘Ladder of
citizen participation’ of Arnstein (1969), which describes several levels
of citizen power in participatory processes, is therefore still very useful
today (figure 1.2).
In this research the overall idea of participation - a decision making
process with the involvement of stakeholders - is combined with a
focus on landscape architecture with a definition that a participatory
process is a: “Decision making process with the involvement of citizens or
stakeholders to improve the living environment by designing”.

Little
interference
between
practice and
science

In recent years many participatory processes seem to be conducted and
also quite a lot of literature is written on this topic. However, the connection
between practice and theory in the literature is often lacking and should
be made more often to strengthen the knowledge on participatory
processes. Recent practical experiences in participatory processes are
often not evaluated nor based on scientific research (Banerjee, 2013).
Due to this missing link, landscape architects (and other experts) will not
learn from each other’s practical experiences, and therefore the same
mistakes will be made over and over again.

Participatory
processes are
often lengthy
processes

Participatory processes are often lengthy, due to the involvement of
numerous stakeholders, a high amount of meetings and/or difficult
procedures (Banerjee, 2013, Richards and Dalbey, 2006). To Banerjee
(2013) the actual situation, preferences of the public, or group of
residents may have changed during such a time consuming process and
an evaluation often comes too late when participants are not involved
anymore. These lengthy processes lead to more complex, difficult and
expensive processes with frustrated and disillusioned participants
(Richards and Dalbey, 2006, Wagar and Folkman, 1974). Furthermore, it
seems to be difficult to put a participatory process in motion and keep it
going from beginning to end.

Figure 1.2. Eight grades on the ladder of citizen
participation (Arnstein, 1969)

The roles of landscape architects as facilitators or mediators in
participatory processes has expanded considerably (Duchhart, 2000,
17

Little is
known about
landscape
architects as
designers

Fischer, 2000), but a landscape architect who uses his/her design skills
during a participatory process is still relatively underexposed. Garde (2013)
claims that participation by itself is inadequate to achieve excellence in
the design. Due to compromises between experts and participants, the
quality of participatory designs could be less than it should be (de Jonge,
2009, Meeus and Vroom, 1986). In contrast, Innes and Booher (2004)
and Richards and Dalbey (2006) state that the quality and creativity of
decisions can be improved by participation, because it better reflects
the needs of users. Landscape architects as designers in a participatory
processes are a probably able to improve the quality of the designs.

Designs
are only
seen as the
outcome of a
participatory
process

Little is known or not documented about the effect of visual media on
decision making processes and more practical experience is needed to
mention the effect of visuals on the stakeholders, on the quality of the
process, and on the efficiency of the process (Sheppard, 2001). Designs
are often seen as the outcome of the process (Marlies van Diest Ontwerp,
2013, Stichting Stadstuin Emma’s Hof, 2014), instead of a tool that is used
during the different stages of the process. According to Motloch (2001)
designing can be used in a participatory process as a creative process in
which people react to circumstances and conditions. However, little is
known according to Lewis (2012) about how visual media can contribute
to start effective communication. Visualisations can probably be used
to ‘pull’ the audience to explore proposed environmental changes from
multiple perspectives and encourage them to develop their own vision on
the area (Lewis et al., 2012).

Landscape
architecture
as the central
discipline

Focus on
participatory
processes on a
small scale
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1.3. Purpose
Landscape architects, whether they like it or not, more often have to
deal with stakeholders. Therefore, the central discipline in this thesis
is landscape architecture. To Olin (1997) “Landscape architecture is
simply the design and planning of physical environments” [page 15].
These physical environments can be designed on a broad range from
regional nature systems to local urban playgrounds (Olin, 1997), because
landscape architects are, in comparison to other disciplines, better able
to switch between different scales (Gazvoda, 2002).
Most research on participation in the planning or landscape architectural
field is conducted on a regional scale, for example ‘Landscape architecture
between politics and science: an integrative perspective on landscape
planning and design in the network society’ by De Jonge (2009) and ‘Een
plan dat werkt: ontwerp en politiek in de regionale planvorming’ by Hajer,
Sijmons and Feddes (2006). In practice however, many participatory
processes are implemented on the smaller scale with more attention to
details and in close cooperation with stakeholders and citizens. Therefore
this research, in contrast to the other investigations, will be focused on
decision making processes on the smaller scale.

top-Down

Appropriate
for landscape
architects and
other (design)
experts

Participatory processes and civic initiatives are still growing and landscape
architects have to adapt to these trends to satisfy clients and citizens.
The result of this research is relevant for future design projects with
the involvement of citizens or stakeholders. Although this research is
specifically focused on landscape architects, it is also relevant for other
(design) experts, such as architects, planners and urban designers.

bottom-up

local anD experiential knowleDge

value-baseD knowleDge

1.4. Research questions
The aforementioned problems and purposes are combined in a main
research question about landscape architects with design skills at the
beginning of a participatory processes. The main research question will
be answered through two sub research questions (figure 1.4).

cognitive knowleDge

Objective
The objective of this ‘Research Through Designing’ (RTD) is to discover
in what way a landscape architect can contribute to the beginning of
a participatory design process. It is an investigation into the effect of a
landscape architect - using design techniques and design procedures - on
the people who are involved in a participatory process.
Main research question
What are the experiences of people who are involved in a participatory
process with a landscape architect who uses his/her design skills to start
a discussion at the beginning of this process?
Sub research questions
1. In what way does a landscape architect, who uses designs to start a
discussion, affect the beginning of a participatory process?
2.

What is the effect of a kick off by a landscape architect’s design on
people who are involved in a participatory process?

1.5. Research and design strategy
The research questions will be answered by RTD in a real life case in
Arnhem, called Thialf. The design will be used as a research method
and the research is process oriented. To analyse this process from all
viewpoints, triangulation will be used based on three methods – a log,
observation and a survey.
Design as
research
method by
Research
Through
Designing

1.5.1. Research Through Designing
Research and design will strengthen each other in this investigation
into the effect of a landscape architect’s design on the participants
and the process (figure 1.3). Designing is used to analyse the process,
what is described as ‘Research By Design’ (RBD) (de Jong, 1992) or
‘Research Through Design(ing)’ (RTD) (Lenzholzer et al., 2013). Several

research

Designing

Figure 1.3. Research Through Designing: research
and designing are interrelated
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Landscape architects in participatory
processes
Overview roles history (Blerck, 1999)
Phronesis, episteme, techne (De Jonge, 2009)
Landscape architects as experts (Fischer, 2000)
Characteristics landscape architects (Gazvoda, 2002)
Overview roles history (Meeus and Vroom, 1986)
Multiple roles (Zwartkruis, 2011)

Besides facilitating a
participatory process
mainly the designer during
the process

Landscape architects as designers
Visualisation tools and methods (Al-Kodmany, 2001)
Regional scale (De Jonge, 2009)
Regional scale (Hajer et al, 2006)
Design knowledge (Lawson, 2004)
Visuals should pull the audience (Lewis, 2012)
Visuals should start communication (Lewis et al, 2012)
Visual media (Sheppard, 1989;2001;2012)

Implementation of the
design skills of a
landscape architect in a
participatory process

Designs at the beginning of
a participatory process to
start a discussion

What are the experiences of people who are involved in a participatory process with a
landscape architect who uses his/her design skills to start a discussion at the beginning
of this process?
In what way does a landscape architect, who
uses designs to start a discussion, affect the
beginning of a participatory process?

Attitude of
landscape architect

Facilitation by
landscape architect

The landscape architect
is: Dominant vs.
Passive, Open vs.
Closed, Charismatic vs.
Uninspiring, Creative
vs. Boring

Degree in which the
landscape architect
takes care that:
Everyone is involved,
Everyone feels
comfortable. All
stakeholders are equal
to each other, Everyone
is taken seriously, He/
She negotiate between
conflicts, He/She solves
problems

What is the effect of a kick off by a landscape
architect’s design on people who are involved
in a participatory process?

Design techniques

Design procedures

The design techniques
are: Attractive vs.
Unattractive, Structured
vs. Chaotic, Informative
vs. Uninteresting,
Innovative vs.
Traditional, Useful vs.
Useless, Convincing vs.
Unconvincing, Realistic
vs. Unrealistic,
Provocative vs. Boring,
Beautiful vs. Ugly.
The design techniques:
Raise discussion vs. Do
not raise discussion,
Inspiring vs.
Uninspiring

The design procedures
are: Structured vs.
Chaotic, Inspiring vs.
Obstructive, Useful vs.
Useless. The degree in
which the combination:
Reinforce each other,
Complement each other,
Is organized in a
logical order, Generates
new ideas

Log by the involved
landscape architect

Survey amongst the
stakeholders

Observation by an external
observer

Differences intended approach and
actual process

Participants’ experiences

Entire meeting

Role landscape architect

Role landscape architect and
stakeholders

Role stakeholders

Figure 1.4. Overview of the research process

alternative designs can be analysed in these processes to investigate all
the possibilities in a case, according to De Jong (1992). RBD and RTD are
often used in trans disciplinary processes, which concerns the learning
process and not specifically a design as outcome (Doucet and Janssens,
2011). In addition, Chess and Purcell (1999) state that measuring the
success of a participatory project can be very difficult, but testing process
goals is easier and should include issues such as fairness, exchange of
information, group process and used procedures. Therefore, the focus of
this research is on the process, to see in what way a landscape architect
can affect the process and give conclusions on the design techniques and
design procedures afterwards. It is not intended to come with a solution
for the case. The term ‘Research Through Designing’ (RTD) connects best
with this research and makes it explicit that it is about the process of
designing in which designs or visualisations are used, and not specifically
about a design as end product.
Implementation
of RTD in case
Thialf in Arnhem

Triangulation:
methods
which
reinforce each
other

Combination
of a log,
observation
and survey

The RTD will be performed in a case in the urban environment of Arnhem
in the Netherlands. Several stakeholders are involved in this case, which
is called Thialf. The participatory process at Thialf in Arnhem can be seen
as a RTD process related to the advocacy or participatory worldview
of Creswell (2009). This is a qualitative research with the involvement
of people from the neighbourhood. Robson (2011) calls this process
‘interpretivist’, which means that it focuses on the way the involved
people interpret the social world.
1.5.2. Triangulation
Triangulation, making use of several methods and sources which reinforce
each other, will be used in this RTD to give a well-founded conclusion
afterwards (Deming and Swaffield, 2011, Hanington and Martin, 2012).
Using multiple methods for the same research question increases the
credibility and validity of the investigation and a combination of several
methods will also reduce weaknesses of specific methods which ensures
that findings are better substantiated (Hanington and Martin, 2012). This
is especially useful in qualitative research with many human influences
such as this RTD.
The combination of the experiences of the landscape architect described
in a log, observations by an external observer, and surveys of stakeholders
gives information on the effect of the pre-chosen role of the landscape
architect, design techniques and design procedures on the process, and
on the people who are involved in the process (figure 1.5). Each method
uses the same evaluation criteria to compare the different findings
afterwards. These evaluation criteria can be found in the schedule at
appendix III. The three methods together will give an answer to the main
research question and illustrate if this process, with the extracted design
techniques and design procedures of part II, is appropriate to start a
discussion (figures 1.4 and 1.6).

observation

trianGULation

log

survey

Figure 1.5. Triangulation of a log, observation and
surveys
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oBserver

observation
1.6. Research
methods
1.6.1. Log by the involved landscape architect
PROCESS
The log shows Experiences and findings of the landscape architect before, during and
the differences
post-its
between the after the meeting will be recorded in a log. This shows if the organisation
intended of the meeting went as planned, gives an overview of the process during Discussion
trianGULation
approach and
the actual the meeting, and makes it easier to reflect on the meeting afterwards.Design options
process In this process I am the researcher and the landscape architect. Besides
the observations and surveys, the log provides more information on the Design plans
log
survey
preconceived procedures
and techniques, efficiency of the process, and
photorealistic
experience of the participants (figure 1.7).
visualizations

Overview of
the role and
reactions
of the
participants

The verbal and non-verbal reactions of participants will be noted in the
log which gives an idea of the negative and positive experience of the
stakeholders, in relation to the landscapelanDscaPe
architect, design
techniques
arcHitect
and design procedures during the meeting. How the stakeholders
experienced the designs will also partly be analysed by the comments on
the post-its.

staKeHolDers

Main research question:
What are the experiences of people who are involved in a participatory process with
a landscape architect who uses his/her design skills to start a discussion at the
beginning of this process?

researcH tHroUgH Designing
sub research question 1:
In what way does a landscape architect, who uses designs to start a
discussion, affect the beginning of
a participatory process?
attitude of
landscape
architect

facilitation
by landscape
architect

sub research question 2:
What is the effect of a kick off
by a landscape architect’s design
on people who are involved in a
participatory process?

Design options

Design plans

photorealistic
visualizations

post-its

Discussion

combination
designs, post-its,
discussion

triangUlation
log by landscape architect
observation by external observer

evalUation criteria

surveys by stakeholders

Figure 1.6. Research and design strategy based on research through designing and triangulation
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Specific
reactions
of the
stakeholders
afterwards by
a survey

1.6.2. SuRVEy AMONGST THE STAKEHOLDERS
Surveys will be used to get specific reactions of the participants on the
process afterwards. This should illustrate how the participants experienced
the landscape architect, design techniques and design procedures (figure
1.8). Besides the observations of the landscape architect and external
observer, the surveys will give a direct insight into the participant’s view
on the process and reaches all participants at once. The book ‘Elements
of the tailored design method’ (Dillman, 2007) gives instructions for the
design, format and order of questions of a questionnaire.
Due to the real-life case it is always uncertain how many persons will
actually participate in the meeting. Most ideal situation is to have
respondents from each foundation or company, and eight to fifteen
participants in total (Sanoff, 2000). More than fifteen persons means
more input for the process, but makes it more difficult to control and
hard to investigate all reactions.

Gives
information
about the
role of the
landscape
architect
during the
process

Participants’
experiences
on the design
techniques
and
procedures

Objectivity
by external
observer

Gives an
overview of
the entire
meeting

The influence of the landscape architect on the process will be analysed
by the attitude and facilitation skills during the process, these are the
first questions of the survey (appendix IV). This gives an answer to the
first sub research question, on the way the landscape architect affects the
process with a combination of facilitation and designing. The landscape
architect’s power and capability will be tested, as well as the degree in
which he/she is inspiring and is ensuring that everyone feels equal and
comfortable.
The design techniques and design procedures which are used during the
meeting will be analysed in the survey to discover how the stakeholders
experienced them. In addition, more information on the entire process
will be gathered through the last questions of the survey (appendix IV)
on the connection between procedures, amount of new ideas, and if this
meeting helps accelerate the process.
1.6.3. OBSERVATIONS By AN ExTERNAL OBSERVER
The landscape architect, participants and the meeting itself will be
observed by an external observer who is standing above the entire
process (figure 1.9). This observer guarantees objectivity and a broader
understanding of the developments made during the meeting. As
described by Martin and Hanington (2012): “..observation requires
attentive looking and systematic recording of phenomena; including
people, artefacts, environments, events, behaviours and interactions”
[page 120].
The entire meeting from the beginning until the end will be observed, to
say something about the efficiency of the process. The progress of the
process and connection between the procedures show if a meeting in this
way contributes to a discussion in a participatory process.

observer

PROCESS
Post-Its
DIsCUssIon
DesIgn oPtIons
DesIgn PLAns
PhotoreALIstIC
VIsUALIZAtIons

landscaPe archiTecT

sTakeholders

Figure 1.7. The landscape architect observes the
process and the role of the stakeholders

observer

PROCESS
Post-Its
DIsCUssIon
DesIgn oPtIons
DesIgn PLAns
PhotoreALIstIC
VIsUALIZAtIons

landscaPe archiTecT

sTakeholders

Figure 1.8. The stakeholders reflect on the process,
design techniques and the role of the landscape
architect

observer

PROCESS
Post-Its
DIsCUssIon
DesIgn oPtIons
DesIgn PLAns
PhotoreALIstIC
VIsUALIZAtIons

landscaPe archiTecT

sTakeholders

Figure 1.9. The external observer objectively
observes the entire process, including the roles of
the landscape architect and stakeholders
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The landscape architect will be observed to see relations between the role
of the designer, causes in the process and the experience of stakeholders,
as well as the verbal and non-verbal reactions of participants to analyse
how stakeholders experienced the process. The effect of the design
techniques and procedures on the participants, as well as the effect
of the landscape architect on them, will be examined. As described
by Lenzholzer, Duchhart and Koh (2013), conducting observations is a
method to find out what people think of concepts, designs and processes.
The facial expressions of people often explain what they think and feel,
even when they do not say it out loud.

Focus and
significance of
the research

1.7. Outline of report
The introduction gave an overview of the objective of this research and
the research questions. Part I further explains the focus of this research of
landscape architects in participatory processes and landscape architects
as designers. The significance of this research becomes even clearer by
these chapters.

Content of
the research
and definition
of the design
approach

In part II more theory is explained to understand the context of this
research to be able to define the design approach. Chapter 4 gives a
description and landscape analysis of case Thialf in Arnhem. Different
objectives and types of participatory meetings are explained in chapter
5. Chapters 6 and 7 give the requirements and definition for the design
techniques and design procedures respectively.

Implementation
and reflection
of the design
approach

The approach of part II is implemented in the Thialf case in part III to design
and reflect on the process. The designs, based on the landscape analysis
and conducted by the techniques and procedures of part II, are described
in chapter 8. Chapter 9 includes the reflection of the entire process that
compares the theory of part I and II with the practical experiences. This
report ends with the most important experiences, findings and results
in the conclusions of chapter 10. All parts and chapters of this thesis are
illustrated in figure 1.10.
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I FOCUS
Explaining

II DESIGN APPROACH
Understanding
Defining

Landscape architects
in participatory
processes

Landscape architects
as designers

2

3

Thialf, Arnhem

Participatory
meetings

Description
Analysis

4

III IMPLEMENTATION
Designing
Reflecting

Research questions

1

Design
techniques

Design
procedures

Objectives
Types
Definition

Requirements
Definition

Requirements
Definition

Related to 4

Related to 4+5

Related to 4+5

5

6

7

Design process

Reflection

Conclusions

Research through
designing

Triangulation
Evaluation criteria

Discussion
Recommendations
Future research

Related to 4+6+7

Related to 5+6+7

Related to 1-9

8

9

10
Figure 1.10. Outline of report
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2.Landscape architects in participatory processes
Many
fluctuations in
participation
with shifting
roles for
landscape
architects

2.1. Evolution of participation in relation to landscape
architecture
The discipline of landscape architecture is constantly changing, as well by
the impact of participation and the way it is used to design the landscape.
Due to the changes in participatory processes and empowering citizens in
the design process, the role of landscape architects has changed over the
years (figure 2.6) (Healey, 1999, van Dam et al., 2011).

Participatory processes have not been a constant trend for decades;
they have fluctuated during the years. This can also be seen
in literature
I . Introduction
and Conceptual Framewor
from different periods and different points of view (van der Arend, 2007),
such as a critical, optimistic or pragmatic view (appendix I). This chapter
gives more information on these fluctuations and the related role of the
landscape architects in these periods. The approach of participatory
processes shifted generally from only integrating the wishes of participants in the mind, integrating episteme and phronesis, from which a solution gradually
emerges that best fits the particular situation. This is the process that Schön deto designing together (Southworth et al., 2012). Hester (1989) even states scribes as ‘a conversation with the situation’.
As long as the design process is observed as an individual intellectual process this
that participation changed from protests in 1965, to methods which
helped citizens design their own living environment in 1985 (figure 2.1). conversation is just intrapersonal. The designer decides what information to use and
what is the best fit in the given situation. Mindscape, powerscape and matterscape
De Jonge (2009) described a dynamic interaction between the practical merge. Usually, designers have a client who finally judges the design; the power to
wisdom (phronesis), objective facts (episteme) and creative imagination decide is formally with the client and conversations between designer and client take
form of an argumentation and learning process. But what if the design process is
(techne) of landscape architects (figure 2.2). Phronesis is the intellectual the
observed in its contemporary, postmodern societal context, in which landscape is a
virtue, episteme is knowledge representing universal principles, and public domain and there is no central master who has the power to judge; when the
techne is the knowledge of the productive practitioner. The interaction knowledge about facts and values of the landscape and the power to decide what is
‘the best fit’ is distributed among many people? Then landscape design becomes a
between these three sections has changed during the years, which shows processFigure
2.1. Changing
forms of
participation
from is much more
of co-design.
The phenomenon
of powerscape
in co-design
protests
to highly
refined
participation
games
complex than
in individual
or centrally
directed
design processes.
a different focus of landscape architects during the years.
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Before the 60s
Participation is a form of democracy in which people got the opportunity
to intervene in decision making processes (Baum, 1998). Fischer (2000)
states that the demand of citizen participation is started in the 1920s by
Dewey who wrote the book ‘The public and its problems’ (Dewey,
1927)
Figure 3-1 Co-design as
conversation on
with a defence of participatory democratic ideals. Since the integrative
mid
twentieth
mindscape, powerscape and
matterscape
century participatory processes came in public consciousness,
resulting in
an increase of projects with the involvement of stakeholders (Davidoff,
1965, Hester, 1989, Peattie, 1968, Kaplan, 1969).

ph
ro
ne
sis

Participation
originated as
a form of the
democracy

1989)
Phronesis is the intellectual virtue most relevant(Hester,
to political
deliberation. However,
Aristotle’s phronesis did not include explicit considerations of power. What Flyvbjerg
does well (Flyvbjerg, 2001) is to develop the classical conception of phronesis in a way
that includes considerations of power, thus expanding the classical concept from one
of values to one of values and power (see also §1.3). This contemporary interpretation
has proved to be a valuable addition to the conceptual framework in this thesis.

MINDSCAPE

Landscape
architects as
designers of
scenery
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Blerck (1999) showed some of landscape architect’s roles during the
history of landscape architecture. He describes that landscape architects
in the nineteenth century are seen as treasurers or experts with a
historical understanding of the landscape, and also as designers of
scenery. In these times, landscape architects were seen as ‘artistically
minded landscape experts’. In addition, Meeus and Vroom (1986) speak
46 in the 19th
of landscape architects as independent artists and craftsmen
and 20th century. However, developments such as population growth and
industrialisation asked for a different type of landscape architects. Since
these times, landscape architects should be able to combine artistic skills
with science and work in interdisciplinary teams. Therefore, their role has
changed from an independent professional to a civil servant (Meeus and
Vroom, 1986).

techne

POIESIS

Figure 2.2. Co-design as integrative conversation
on mindscape, powerscape and matterscape (de
Jonge, 2009)

In the 60s
participation
became
in public
consciousness

Landscape
architect
mediated
between
conflicts

60s and 70s
Concern for social issues in design processes rose after the post-war
period, in which people felt pessimistic about the future (Louwerse,
1993, Southworth et al., 2012). After the Second World War, the
living environment had to be rebuilt quickly, resulting in universal
environments with little attention to human individuals. As a response
to the inhumane urban renewal projects of the fifties and sixties, some
writers, sociologists, practitioners and urban commentators supported
more social oriented planning and designs. The environmental psychology
was born, urban renewal became more socially concerned and careful
(Louwerse, 1993, Southworth et al., 2012), and designs became a multiactor issue (de Jonge, 2009). These social movements encouraged people
to engage in more direct and aggressive actions of participation (Hewitt
and Pendlebury, 2013), such as protests (Hester, 1989). During these
times, landscape architects took a more arbitrator role to mediate in the
conflicts (Blerck, 1999).
Jane Jacobs, with her book ‘The Death and Life of Great American Cities’
(1961), is mentioned as an important author who made a difference in
the professional field of landscape architecture due to the increased
attention to the way people behave and act in the living environment
(Faga, 2009, Hajer et al., 2010, Southworth et al., 2012). Both Faga (2009)
and Southworth et al. (2012) mention Herbert Gans (Gans, 1963) as an
important sociologist who brought inhumane urban renewal projects
to attention. Other important researchers for the realisation of a more
socially oriented environment are Donald Appleyard (Appleyard, 1981),
Paul Davidoff (Davidoff, 1965) and Kevin Lynch (Lynch, 1960). Not only
researchers are mentioned as reasons for the rise of participation, but
also laws directly or indirectly refer to participation during these times.
For example, the ‘Housing Act’ of 1954 where citizen participation
is described as a prerequisite for funds (Faga, 2009), and the Dutch
‘Derde Nota’ in 1973 in which experiences with public participation are
presented (de Jonge, 2009). The goal of participation in these times was
to give everyone the same opportunities and rights, including the lowincome people (Hester, 1989, Peattie, 1968).

Focus of the
landscape
architect on
the facilitation
of the process

In the starting phase of participation, the involvement of citizens in
decision making processes is seen mainly as a positive development with
many advantages. Dewey (1927) for example is positive about democracy
and believes that the involvement of citizens will strengthen decision
making processes by fairness and justice. On the other side, Richards
and Dalbey (2006) state that the high amount of involved persons is very
important during the starting phase, rather than the representation of
public interest and the added value for the decision making process.
In the seventies a more realistic picture is given on the different types
of participation. For example the earlier mentioned ‘Ladder of Citizen
Participation’ of Arnstein (1969) gives a typology of citizen participation
with the extent of citizens’ power (figure 1.2). Arnstein created the
ladder to encourage a more enlightened dialogue on participation and
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figure 4-29 Anti-modernism:
to give insight into several downsides of participation. By
the end of the
exploration along epistemephronesis
line
seventies, the artistic and creative aspects of places were
designed
by
artists and the task of landscape architects largely shifted from designing
to facilitating the process and mediating between parties (Larrivee,
2011). To De Jonge (2009) co-designing in this time was focused on
the phronesis and episteme, the creative imagination (techne) was less
important (figure 2.3).
EIO
TH

PR
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Planning scientists acquired considerable influence in Dutch public pl
The 12 years it took to make the Derde nota (1973–1985) mirrors the dom
of analytic rationality (episteme) in this approach. Witsen’s quote that ‘all
ents were known, but nobody knew which cake to bake’ shows that the b
between analysis and synthesis had been lost. The essentials in the plann
design techne, creative imagination and reflective judgement, were neglec

MINDSCAPE

Designing
is more
important due
to critic on
participation
in the 80s and
90s

Landscape
architects had
an artistic role

Still searching
for effective
participation

80s and 90s
In the eighties and nineties, more critical sounds on participatory processes
and the role of landscape architects within these processes arose. For
techneFischer (2000), with critical questions and an overview of
example by
problemsPOthat
IESIS can occur in participatory processes. This resulted in a
shift where designing is more important. The role of landscape architects
shifted to a more artistic role, as a visionary or even an illusionist (Blerck,
1999). Extreme designs arose without attention to the human scale and
public involvement, for example the Schouwburgplein in Rotterdam
which is designed by landscape architect Adriaan Geuze (Geuze, 1993).
In these times, everything seemed to be possible and could be created
(Smienk et al., 1993). To De Jonge (2009) objective facts seemed to be less
important and the focus was on the techne-phronesis line (figure 2.4).
Nevertheless, investigations into participatory processes
102 were ongoing
and consequences of participation became clearer at the end of the
nineteenth century. Urban planners and other designers were searching
for and coming up with new ideas to enhance the quality of participation
(Faga, 2009). Policymakers wanted an efficient way of policymaking in
the 1990s which gave rise to ‘New Public Management’. The ‘New Public
Management’ illustrates that the government learned from business, and
citizens only were considered as consumers (Denhardt and Denhardt,
2000, WRR, 2012). The general way of thinking on participation shifted to
a more pragmatic view focused on the usability.

Improvement
of
technologies
by economic
growth

The economic growth of 1980 has improved technologies, brought better
communication tools, visualisation techniques, and consensus building.
Faga (2009) and WRR (2012) state that these technologies helped citizens
to envision the outcome and made it easier to react to social issues. To
Hewitt and Pendlebury (2013), the transformations of industrialisation
and urbanisation ensured that people got a growing interest in landscape,
architecture and heritage, which resulted in an increase of civic
associations.

In 90s
again more
community
oriented
approach

In the nineties, participation became more popular again and should
bring politics closer to citizens resulting in a more community-oriented
approach (WRR, 2012). WRR (2012) describes a transformation to more
initiatives being undertaken by united citizen groups to improve their living
environment at the end of the last century. In the 90s the government paid
more attention to the civil society and citizens were encouraged to take
more responsibility. Furthermore, Landscape architects saw participation
as a method to inform, educate and obtain user knowledge (Faga, 2009).
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Dutch La

Again, this
led2.3.
to aCo-design
rebalancing
instigated
1984 by architec
Figure
inmovement,
the 70s, focussed
oninthe
ners in the Foundation
‘The Netherlands
Now
as Design’.
Building upon sc
episteme-phronesis
line
(de Jonge,
2009)
developed since
the 1980s, one that
stresses
the importance
of explicitl
foundations of policy-oriented explorations of the future, four possible sc
ing the techne–phronesis line into the planning process. The explorative
for the Netherlands were designed by multidisciplinary teams. The initiat
of design turns out to be especially helpful in the context of strategic spa
only influenced national spatial policy, but also placed design activities in
ning, as in the practice of regional landscape planning.
perspective: designing as a knowledge generating activity, fostering valuepublic deliberation on future spatial development. This time ‘knowledge’ w
limited to objective facts as in the modernist tradition; designing was no
matter of finding the right means, but also of searching for goals, an e
tive function rather than an instrumental one. The event ‘The Netherlands
Design’ can be seen as an early exemplar for a new design orientation t

Figure 2.4. In the late 20th century, more creative

As the
object of
planning
andthe
design
had changed from small-scal
freedom
forspatial
designers
along
techne-phronesis
line (de
Jonge,
urban issues to cohesive regions in which
both
urban2009)
and rural aspects w
taken in consideration, landscape turned out to be a valuable integrative
As landscape is dynamic by nature and can be observed as a nested sy
important feature of the practice of landscape architecture is the ability to
different spatial and temporal scales. This characteristic appeared to be v
able for the explorative function of strategic spatial planning.
Strategic planning and design involves both aspects of phronesis a
teme, and is a process of creative imagination and reflective judgement. H
the outcome is (knowledge about) strategic concepts (e.g the ‘casco
or ‘water systems approach’) and not operational plans. A major issue
bothering planning practice was connecting strategic design to operation
and the implementation of plans. This is also the central concern of the ‘
ment planning’ movement that seems to be the Dutch planning mant
beginning of the 21st century.
In the light of the conceptual framework, the distinction between strat
operational design can be understood from Aristotle’s notion of the techn
not deal with stable materials in a straightforward process of fabrication
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Today
The trend from the 90s has continued and nowadays the view on
participation is more pragmatic about how participation should and can
be used. The awareness of the fact that we can learn from  experiences
and investigations of earlier times becomes larger. Southworth, et al.
(2012) state that various successful developments already have benefited
from earlier participatory design processes, though much more can be
learned by combining theory and practice. Brown and Corry (2011) state
that landscape architecture needs to change into an evidence-based
discipline with more responsibility for the landscape architect. Landscape
architects need to be more aware of the effect of the process and design
on human beings. This should be done by formulating a clear goal based
on the problem or the public’s request, making use of relevant literature,
critically evaluating the validity and usefulness, and synthesising
and
figure 4-31 21st century:
balancing phronetic and
applying the findings to the case (Brown and Corry, 2011).

intervene in a field of forces that are unpredictable, like military str
design acts as a catalyst, not a determinant. This kind of techne h
tionship with the opportune (kairos). Dunne marks it as a quite diffe
paradigm, one which bears strong resemblance to phronesis, wher
concept of techne is often interpreted as an ‘epistemic techne’ (se
Although both kinds of techne are discerned as different ‘para
demarcation is not made, neither by Aristotle nor by Dunne. The c
task at hand determines the balance between the more strategi
and the instrumental or ‘epistemic’ approach in techne. In gene
mode is dominant in cases of high uncertainty and complexity.
through experience that professionals know when to apply genera
to bend the rules, when to follow epistemic or phronetic principles
and further examination in Chapter 6).

e

epistemic approach in planning and design

Landscape
architects can
choose their
own role

Overall, the discipline of landscape architecture changed from a discipline
focused on gardens to a discipline with a broader view of the landscape
(Vroom and Ettema, 2010). However, methods which were already
developed in the sixties are still used in today’s participatory design
processes, such as interviews, cognitive mapping and photography,
to evaluate the preferences of the public (Southworth et al., 2012). In
addition, the historical roles of landscape architects are also still useful
today. It even seems that landscape architects should be able to choose
their own role (Zwartkruis, 2011). To De Jonge (2009) landscape architects
should be more flexible in the 21st century and find a balance between
phronesis, episteme and techne (figure 2.5).

From
this2.5.
we could
conclude
thatinthe
and design
Figure
Finding
a balance
theplanning
21st century
(de proce
the flexibility and appropriate conditions forJonge,
finding2009)
the right bala
‘phronetic’ and an ‘epistemic’ approach, which is in the experien
nites, the planning and design professionals. This issue will be d
following chapters.
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< 60s
Designers of
scenery

60s
Mediators

70s
Facilitators

80s
Artists

90s

> 90s

Experts, political organisers,
financers, researchers of
human behaviour, teachers,
learners, communicators, critics,
collaborators, facilitators,
process managers and designers
Figure 2.6. Roles of landscape architects during the years
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Landscape
architects
can have
multiple roles
nowadays

2.2. Current roles of landscape architects in participatory
processes
As explained in the previous chapter, the roles of landscape architects
changed during the years. Nowadays, several researchers claim that the
role of experts in participatory processes is not limited to one specific
field, but shifts to other roles partially depending on the context and
stakeholders. Simply stated by Zwartkruis (2011), the job description of
landscape architects now shifts from being a designer who is responsible
for the implementation of a complete plan, to someone with multiple
tasks (Zwartkruis, 2011).
Numerous roles are mentioned in literature for landscape architects in
participatory processes, as can be seen in figure 2.7. Fischer (2000) states
that in participatory processes the role of experts in the environmental
field shifts from an authoritative adviser to a facilitator and educator.
Therefore, more and other tasks are needed than just offering solutions.
Leger, Oueslati and Salanié (2013) mention that: “landscape architects
have uneven positions, sometimes being lead consultants for projects that
ensure the health, safety and welfare of the public, and sometimes being
added towards the end of the project for a ‘green guaranty’” [page 14]
(Leger et al., 2013). In ‘Een plan dat werkt’ (Hajer et al., 2006) it is stated
that experts such as landscape architects become more than an adviser or
designer into a process with multiple co-decision makers. Different roles
are mostly combined in a project by one or more landscape architects
(Zwartkruis, 2011).
The role of experts such as landscape architects partly depends of the
form of participation. According to WRR (2012) policy participation
focuses on governmental projects where experts ask residents to think
and talk along in the process, social participation is concentrated on the
involvement of citizens into social life where experts and citizens work
together to solve problems, and in social initiatives citizens take the
initiative to improve their living environment and experts support them
when needed. The relationship between stakeholders and experts and
the role of the landscape architect depends on the project, phase of the
process, desired outcome, involved people and personal preference of
the landscape architect (Zwartkruis, 2011).

Roles as:
expert

political
organiser
financer
researcher
of human
behaviour
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A landscape architect can for example fulfil the role of an expert in a
participatory process with specific knowledge about one or more topics
(Zwartkruis, 2011). Experts provide understandable scientific information
to the process, support participants to speak clearly, and explain the
geographic, political and economic context (Richardson, 2013, Zwartkruis,
2011). In conclusion, these experts should be leaders, supporters,
and persons with specific knowledge (Richardson, 2013). Other roles
landscape architects can fulfil are political organisers who receive support
from citizens and policy, financers who have to find a budget to realise a
project, or researchers of human behaviour who delve into social contexts
(Hester, 1989). Landscape architects can also transfer their knowledge to

Educator
Designer

Political
organizer
Expert
Financer

Process manager

Facilitator

Communicator

Informer

Researcher of
human behaviour

Figure 2.7. Multiple roles of landscape architects in
participatory processes

teacher
learner
communicator
critic
collaborator
facilitator
process manager
designer

Focus on
landscape
architects as
designers

the citizens and answer their queries as a teacher or informer. On the
other hand, landscape architects can also learn from stakeholders by
absorbing what they say, remember this information and implement it
in a design. This learner role of Lawson (2004) can be compared with the
role as communicator described by Hester (1989). A communicator has
to listen and interpret what is said in participatory processes. In contrast,
a critic is more critical than a learner or communicator and checks the
validity of what others have said and he/she reacts on it when needed.
Instead of criticizing as a critic, landscape architects can also elaborate
and build on what others have said as a collaborator. (Hester, 1989,
Lawson, 2004)
The roles of landscape architects also changed in comparison to other
disciplines. Hajer, Grijzen and ‘t Klooster (2010) state that the roles of
planners, urban designers and landscape architects are more interwoven,
and to Van Damme, Leinfelder and Uyttenhove (2012) landscape
architecture, urban design and architecture are more connected due to
some alterations in scales. This can also be seen in the way methods,
concepts and design principles are exchanged between landscape
architecture, architecture and urban design (van Damme et al., 2012).
Landscape architecture is traditionally a green oriented design discipline,
but broadened its view to include the rural, suburban and urban areas
(Blerck, 1999). Urban design and architecture shifted the other way
around which causes cross-breeding between these disciplines (figure
2.8) (van Damme et al., 2012). Van Dijk (2011) states that planners need
to do more with design; he explains the usefulness and value of maps,
visualisations and designs. Landscape architects already have these
design skills, they are educated to make successful designs and combine
both sensory stimuli and meanings in creative design processes (Motloch,
2001). Therefore, landscape architects should focus more on designing
landscapes to distinguish themselves from other disciplines.

Figure 2.8. Cross-breeding; transdisciplinary
approach of landscape design (Van Damme et al.,
2012)
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3.Landscape architects as designers
Landscape
architects can
distinguish
themselves by
their design
skills

3.1. Design skills
Landscape architects can basically be seen as experts in designing, planning
and directing landscapes when involved in participatory processes (Olin,
1997). Landscape architects are visual people with specific design skills
other disciplines do not have. They often use drawings to understand
the landscape, link ideas and visualise their thoughts (Gazvoda, 2002,
Lawson, 2004), and they are able to combine both design and green
expertise, to achieve new environmental challenges (Leger et al., 2013).
This green expertise is the landscape architect’s specific knowledge on
the landscape, also mentioned as the geographical context of an area
(Richardson, 2013).
Since the sixties, there is an education program for landscape architecture
which combines two basic parts of this creative discipline; science and
design. This means a combination of essential basic knowledge of natural
science and scientific analytical thinking at one side, and artist’s creativity
with artistic intuition and strong graphic expression at the other side
(Gazvoda, 2002, Leger et al., 2013). In addition, it is a combination of the
logic of a scientist and the practical wisdom of a leader (de Jonge, 2009).
This combination is quite unique in comparison to other disciplines,
especially with the ability of landscape architects to switch between
different scales (Gazvoda, 2002).

The power of
designers is
high through
the use of
visual media

As a designer, landscape architects understand and use visual media to
analyse the landscape, communicate with others and enhance plans.
Designer’s creativity becomes visible by the realisation of the designs out
of an analysis (Gazvoda, 2002). Other people often do not have these

Characteristics

Designer
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•

Analyses the landscape by drawings

•

Creates plans

•

Inspires participants

•

Links ideas

•

Motivates participants

•

Stimulates participants

•

Understands visual media

•

Uses visual media

•

Uses visuals as communication tool

•

Visualises consequences of a plan

Figure 3.1. Characteristics of the designer role of
the landscape architect in this RTD process

skills and have more difficulty interpreting visual media in different ways,
therefore designers have a certain power. However, the improvement of
new technologies did strengthen the potential to manipulate graphical
information (Lawson, 2004). According to Lewis (2012) the designer
of the visualisations can intentionally or unintentionally control the
entire process and lead participants: “...the technology is a tool for
communication that rests in the hands of human preparers who may,
intentionally or inadvertently, inject their own interpretations into the
representation of project data, commit errors in the interpretation of
reject data, or present visual outputs with levels of detail and realism that
are unsuited to the objectives or stage of the project” [page 101]. They
conclude that visualisation in a participatory way should always be done
with having user’s technical, financial and administrative capabilities in
mind to avoid misuse.
To Edelenbos and Klijn (2006) the most important condition for the best
and most satisfying outcomes in participatory processes is good process
management. To ensure that the process will run smoothly, the landscape
architect will also act as a facilitator during the meeting (Duchhart, 2000,
Hester, 1989). A facilitator will solve unexpected problems and negotiate
between persons with conflicting interests when needed. In addition, he/
she makes sure that every participant feels comfortable and everyone
is involved in the process. Everyone will also be treated in an equal way
and is taken seriously, no matter if they are from the municipality or a
foundation. The attitude of the landscape architect will be open, to give
stakeholders the opportunity to give their feedback (Duchhart, 2000,
Hester, 1989).

Facilitator

Characteristics

Being a
designer in
combination
with the
facilitation of
a meeting

•

Ensures that everyone feels comfortable

•

Ensures that everyone is involved

•

Inspires participants

•

Links ideas

•

Motivates participants

•

Negotiates between conflicting interests

•

Solves unexpected problems

•

Stimulates participants

•

Takes everyone seriously

•

Treats everyone as equals

Figure 3.2. Characteristics of the facilitator role of
the landscape architect in this RTD process
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The landscape architect will also serve participants and help them to
formulate the collective interest by inspiring, motivating and stimulating
them to start a discussion and only lead the process when needed
(Denhardt and Denhardt, 2000, Duchhart, 2000, Zwartkruis, 2011). The
characteristics of the designer and facilitator role are illustrated in figures
3.1 and 3.2.

Designs are
important
because
people learn
83% through
sight

3.2. Design(ing)
Designs are important in participatory processes to represent desired
future situations and to let others consider spatial decisions and change
perceptions (Lawson, 2004, van Dijk, 2011). Designs are visual media that
serve several purposes, for example awareness building, capacity building,
lobbying and decision making processes (Sheppard, 2012). Due to their
visual character, they make it possible to show the intention of a project,
consequences of a plan, future alternatives and extreme scenarios that
would otherwise not be seen (van Dijk, 2011). In addition, designs touch
the emotional, associative, persuasive modes of the observer, and go
deeper than functional plans (van Dijk, 2011). Sevenant and Antrop (2011)
mention the importance of visualisations in participatory processes,
because people experience the landscape mainly in a visual way. In fact,
people learn 83 percent through sight (Unicef Bangladesh, 1993).

Designs can
be used as a
communication
tool; Visual
media shows the
consequences of
a plan

Drawings are often used as a communication tool to transfer information
to the public. Their clarity and ability to highlight both the experiential
and emotional qualities of the landscape is very useful (Lewis et al., 2012).
The analytical side of a drawing is at that moment more important than
the creative part, because this transfers a high amount of information to
clients and the public (Gazvoda, 2002). In general, designs contribute to
the understanding of preferred developments, improve public awareness
of environmental changes, and strengthen the direction and acceptance
of planning policies by communication (Sheppard, 1989, van Dijk, 2011).
This can help a wide audience, from citizens to technical experts, and
support communities to find consensus about desired futures (Bishop
and Lange, 2005, Lewis, 2012). However, pictures can also contain too
much detail or they can be misinterpreted, what makes that a picture is
not always worth a thousand words (Lawson, 2004). Nevertheless, there
are various kinds of drawings with their own characteristics which can be
used for several purposes, as can be seen at the ‘drawing types of Lawson’
on pages 66 and 67. The right designs can inspire and activate people to
fulfil their dreams, but others can intimidate or scare people and create
antipathy or mistrust (van Dijk, 2011).

Visualisations
are never
objective

Sheppard (2001) mentions that participants need to be aware of the fact
that visualisations can never give an exact picture of the representative
landscape, because they are always a representation of the designer. In
addition, pictures can be interpreted by observers in multiple ways and
therefore totally differ compared to the intention of the designer (van Dijk,
2011). Therefore, Lawson (2004) mentioned that receivers need to know
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how to interpret the different elements of the drawing to understand the
intention of the designer. The designer needs to explain his/her designs to
ensure that the drawings are understood and interpreted in the proposed
way.
A high amount
of realism
ensures higher
expectations

Due to improved technologies, visualisations in general became more
realistic which helps lay people to better envision outcomes and enable
stakeholders to make more informed choices (Al-Kodmany, 2001, Faga,
2009, WRR, 2012). However, the degree of realism also influences the
way visualisations are interpreted (Lewis, 2012, Sheppard, 2001). People
attach a greater value to images that look realistic, what also leads to
higher expectations. However, Bates-Brkljac (2009) and Lewis (2012)
both state that when the similarity in realism is too overwhelming,
visualisations are valued as less credible. The level of detail and realism
can also be unsuited to the purpose or stage of the process (Lewis et al.,
2012). Viewpoint location, surface reflectivity, content choices, amount
of light, season, time of day and weather are also aspects that should
be taken into account as they can have an effect on the perception of
visualisations (Lewis, 2012, Sevenant and Antrop, 2011, Sheppard, 2001).

Designs
can change
perceptions

A design often includes knowledge from different persons which is
transformed in a plan that can be seen as a solution to problems (Lawson,
2004). Therefore, Gazvoda (2002) states that “Landscape architecture is
a complex and interdisciplinary profession” [page 117]. User knowledge
has a more specific, area oriented view and experience with the area
which can be used to extract the problems in the area (Fischer, 2000),
while professional knowledge from related disciplines is often needed
to come to solutions of high quality. Specific knowledge is often derived
from disciplines as architecture, visual art, computer design, water
management, ecology, and others, which is modified and mixed by
landscape architects into a design. However, designers do not always need
specific user knowledge, as they are sometimes even able to understand
things at their clients and users better than they seem to understand about
themselves (Lawson, 2004). Therefore, the combination of landscape
architects’ professional knowledge of the landscape, the capability to
combine their own knowledge with others, their design skills, and the
ability to transmit this information to participants in a participatory
process ensures that designs can change perceptions (Sheppard, 2001).
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part II
Thialf, Arnhem - Participatory processes Design techniques - Design procedures

Part II explains more about the research approach. Chapter 4 gives a
description and landscape analysis of the case Thialf in Arnhem. Chapter 5
contains more background information on participatory processes, including
the objectives of participation, types of participatory meetings and definition
of this participatory process. Furthermore, chapters 6 and 7 give information
on the requirements and definition of design techniques and design
procedures which are used in the RTD.

Figure 4.1. Aerial photograph of Thialf (received from the Municipality of Arnhem, 2014)
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4.Thialf, Arnhem
Thialf is an
adventure
playground in
Arnhem, the
Netherlands

Situated
between
the districts
Spijkerkwartier
and Arnhemse
Broek along
the railway

4.1. Description of Thialf
The case where the RTD is done is called Thialf. This area functions as
an adventure playground, mainly focused on children. The area consists
of a sports field, which is a former swimming pool filled with concrete,
surrounded by an area to play consisting of grass or sand (figures 4.1 and
4.2). Several sports can be practiced in this area, and various events such
as a Christmas tree burning and music festivals are frequently organised
(Gemeente Arnhem, 2009).
4.1.1. Location
Thialf is situated along the railway between the districts Spijkerkwartier
and Arnhemse Broek (figure 4.4). Spijkerkwartier is constructed against
the city centre on the higher sandy areas in the mid nineteenth century
(figures 4.3 and 4.7) (Gemeente Arnhem, 2008). Spijkerkwartier is a district
with a rich history. The area is better known as the former prostitute
district, which it was since the eighties until January 2006, when the last
windows were closed. In recent years, the district is actively refurbished
by the government in cooperation with residents into a pleasant living
environment (Gemeente Arnhem, 2009).

Figure 4.2. Current situation of Thialf

Arnhemse Broek is a district which first emerged as an industrial area on a
lower clay area in the second half of the ninetieth century (figures 4.3 and
4.7) (Gemeente Arnhem, 2008). In the twentieth century, this area turned
into an area characterised by social housing. In 2007, Arnhemse Broek
was mentioned as one of the forty problem districts in the Netherlands,
but the district has recently been quite improved (Gemeente Arnhem,
2014c).
Figure 4.3. Structure of the buildings around Thialf
(citysdk.waag, 2014)
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Figure 4.4. Location Thialf in Arnhem, the
Netherlands (adapted from Google Maps, 2014)
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Low area
which was
regularly
flooded

Former ice
skating place
and swimming
pool

4.1.2. History
The landscape was formerly characterised by two ‘Spijkers’ (a fortified
barn or farm) along the Molenbeek (figure 4.5). Spijkerkwartier and
Spijkerbroek derived their names from these ‘Spijkers’. The area of
Thialf was a lower place which was regularly flooded, which offered
the possibility of ice skating during winters. In 1925, skating club Thialf
established in the area, and in 1932 the place was turned into a swimming
pool with the same name (figure 4.6). After the closure of the swimming
pool in 1988, the area became an adventure playground (Gemeente
Arnhem, 2008).
At the time of the swimming pool, the biggest building was housed the
manager’s office and a restaurant for visitors. After the closure of the
swimming pool, it was used as a radio station of Radio TV-Arnhem (Vos,
2013). After twelve years of radio making, the building became completely
neglected. Nowadays, Thialf functions as an adventure playground with
a sports field, paddling pool for the smallest children, and many play
attributes. The paddling pool and sports field, the old swimming pool, are
relics of history.

Figure 4.5. The ‘Spijkers’ on a map of 1874
(Gelderland Bibliotheek, 2014)

Figure 4.6. Photos of the former swimming pool
(Gelderland Bibliotheek, 2014)

Figure 4.7. Historic overview of Thialf from 1750 till
1950 (Gemeente Arnhem, 2008)
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Het Spijkerkwartier ontleent zijn naam aan

Het Spijkerkwartier en Boulevardkwartier

In de jaren ‘30 werd het terrein van de ijsclub

In de jaren ‘80 werd de C.A.Thiemestraat weer

“twee Spijkers” (Spijker is een versterkte schuur

werden vanaf het midden van de 19e eeuw

verkleind voor de bouw van de woningen aan de

afgerond met een aantal rijenwoningen.

en/of boerderij) die tot ver in de 19e eeuw aan

tegen de binnenstad aangelegd op de overgang

C.A.Thiemestraat. In 1932 werd op het terrein

Het zwembad Thialf werd in 1988 gesloten en

de Molenbeek stonden. Een van de Spijkers

van de hogere zandgronden en het rivierdal.

van de ijsclub het zwembad Thialf aangelegd met

vervangen door de bouwspeelplaats met dezelfde

stond ongeveer op de hoek van de karel van

In 1880 werd de karel van Gelderstraat in

gescheiden bassins voor dames en heren.

naam. Sinds begin jaren ‘80 was de Karel van

Gelderstraat en de Dullertstraat. Dit huis stond

zuidelijke richting doorgetrokken terwijl de

De oostzijde van de C.A.Thiemestraat en de

Gelderstraat en de omgeving het concentratie-

Both the social
and natural
situation of
the landscape
are analysed

4.2. Landscape analysis
A landscape analysis gives more information about the surroundings
of the area and the developments in the area itself. It shows what is
significant for a useful, beautiful and sustainable design that suits in its
surroundings. The analysis is the basis for the design and ensures that the
elements of the design can be substantiated. Both human and landscape
aspects are taken into account to understand the landscape in its full
context. Duchhart (2007) combined both aspects in a model based on
the layer approach of Kerkstra (Kerkstra et al., 1976) and Kleefmann’s
sociophysical-organisational model (Kleefmann and der Vlist, 1989) (figure
4.8). The dual nature of the model takes into account the patterns and
systems of both natural as well as social aspects. The landscape analysis
is presented in the meeting, to ensure that every participant more or
less had the same input for the discussion. In addition, the stakeholders
could immediately indicate things which are missing or changed by new
developments.
4.2.1. Social situation
Neighbourhood statistics
Each person is a unique individual and although it is impossible to say
something about each individual, it is possible to say something about the
kind of people in a neighbourhood. As mentioned by Healey (1999) the
lifestyle and social relation networks in a neighbourhood are important to
understand the society and understand the area.

High
population
density

Thialf is located in an area with a big population and a high density of
addresses per km2 (figure 4.9). The neighbourhoods Spijkerbroek and
Statenkwartier, adjacent to Thialf, belong to the districts Spijkerkwartier
and Arnhemse Broek. Spijkerbroek is an area with a very high population
density of 13.267 inhabitants per km2 and Statenkwartier has an
inhabitant number of 5.474 per km2, which is both far above Arnhem’s
average of 1.523 persons per km2 (CBS, 2014). A high population density
suggests many high-rise buildings (figure 4.9) and little green, so green
public spaces such as Thialf are pleasant and necessary.

Figure 4.8. Model to analyse both the natural and
social aspects of the landscape (Duchhart, 2007)
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Less than 1691
1691 to 4044
4044 to 6438
5438 to 9797
9797 or more
No data

Arnhem
1.523 inhabitants/km2
2.000 addresses/km2
38% high-rise buildings

Spijkerkwartier
12.270 inhabitants/km2
4.058 addresses/km2
70% high-rise buildings
Spijkerbuurt
13.267 inhabitants/km2
4.106 addresses/km2
62% high-rise buildings

Statenkwartier
5.474 inhabitants/km2
2.824 addresses/km2
44% high-rise buildings

Arnhemse Broek
1.363 inhabitants/km2
2.219 addresses/km2
38% high-rise buildings

Figure 4.9. Map of the population and address density, and the percentage of high-rise buildings in Arnhem, Spijkerkwartier, Spijkerbuurt,
Arnhemse Broek and Statenkwartier in 2012 (CBS, 2014)
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Less children
and elderly
people

The society in this area shows a significant difference in comparison with
the general number of Arnhem. Both Spijkerkwartier and Arnhemse
Broek consist of a population with a relatively high amount of youth
(15-25 year), and few elderly people (45 and older) (figure 4.10). In
Spijkerbuurt, children (0-15 year) are rare, but in Statenkwartier the
amount of children is comparable with the average of Arnhem. This
results in small households from which the majority consists of one or
two persons, especially in Spijkerbuurt (figure 4.11). Thialf is mainly
focused on children, but there are also some events and activities for
adults (Vrijstaat Thialf, 2014). Although children only form a small part of
the population, children from other neighbourhoods also sport and play
in this area.

Located close
to facilities

Agricultural activities are booming in Arnhem, which can be seen from
the amount of community gardens and agricultural food related shops.
In addition, natural playgrounds concentrating on children can also be
found in Arnhem. Those functions mainly can be found at the borders of
Arnhem as can be seen in figure 4.12, so a multifunctional area based on
sports, play, food and education can be a good addition in a high density
area near the city centre.

Figure 4.10. Population composition of Arnhem,
Spijkerkwartier, Spijkerbuurt, Arnhemse Broek and
Statenkwartier (CBS, 2014)

Figure 4.11. Household composition (one person,
without children or with children household) of
Arnhem, Spijkerkwartier, Spijkerbuurt, Arnhemse
Broek and Statenkwartier (CBS, 2014)
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Figure 4.12. Related functions situated in Arnhem
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Figure 4.13. Distances in district Spijkerkwartier towards
important facilities
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Figure 4.14. Distances in district Arnhemse Broek towards important facilities

Both districts have a high amount of facilities and the distance to schools,
supermarkets and catering facilities are on average less than a kilometre
away (figures 4.13 and 4.14) (CBS, 2014). Most facilities are somewhat
closer to the residents of Spijkerkwartier in comparison to the residents
living in Arnhemse Broek, which can be explained by more facilities in
Spijkerkwartier and a location next to the centre.
Many
stakeholders
with their own
interests

Several foundations, companies and organisations are associated with
Thialf. The meeting of the RTD is organised with important stakeholders
closely related to Thialf. Landscape architect Marlies van Diest, who
made the design for Spijkerbroek five years ago in participation with
the inhabitants of Spijkerbuurt and Statenkwartier, explained the
participatory process (also pages 46 and 47). Municipality Arnhem actively
invited inhabitants of Spijkerbuurt and Statenkwartier to participate in
the process, but they found out that it is quite difficult to involve the
inhabitants of Statenkwartier. These residents felt less addressed to give
their opinion about Thialf. This trend is also visible in the stakeholder
groups who are involved in this case, as the foundations primarily consist
of residents out of Spijkerbuurt.
Stakeholders
The stakeholders who are involved in the meeting are introduced here:

Municipality
of Arnhem

•

The area Thialf is owned by the municipality of Arnhem, so they
decide whether something can be changed or not. They actually
handed Thialf to Sportbedrijf Arnhem, but the municipality is still
responsible for the major maintenance (Willemen, 2014).

Sportbedrijf
Arnhem

•

Sportbedrijf Arnhem is the part of the municipality that provides
sports facilities for adults and children in Arnhem (Sportbedrijf
Arnhem, 2014). They want to stimulate inhabitants of Arnhem to work
out by supporting swimming pools, sports halls and playgrounds.
Thialf is one of the places where they organise several sports events
and provide supervision during the day (Van den Brink, 2014).

Day care De
Sterren

•

BSO+ De Sterren is a day care for children of (special) primary schools,
focused on sports, playing and nature. This day care will move to
Grenspost Vrijstaat Thialf when the renovation of the building is
finished (pages 54 and 55). From that moment, these children and
their caretakers will be major users of Thialf. (BSO+ De Sterren, 2014)

Stadslab
Arnhem

•

Stadslab Arnhem (SLA) exists of a group of idealistic, enthusiastic
and ambitious people, mainly living in Spijkerkwartier. SLA wants to
improve the living environment together with other residents in this
time of crisis, anonymity and uncertainty. Sustainability, local products
and collaboration are important in their vision. The first project of
SLA together with other residents is the realisation of a temporary
community garden on a piece of undeveloped land next to Thialf. This
community garden is started in 2013 and is temporary because next
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emma’s hof, Den Haag
Emma’s Hof is a city garden surrounded by houses and businesses in
the city of Den Haag, the Netherlands. The garden is planned and partly
realised by the inhabitants of the neighbourhood. A group of citizens
which united as ‘foundation Emma’s Hof’, started with an idea to improve
their living environment. They replaced the derelict patronage building,
adjacent to their backyards, by a city garden for the whole neighbourhood.
Based on the website (Stichting Stadstuin Emma’s Hof, 2014) and
interviews with the landscape architect, an initiator and an involved
resident of the project (Van Diest, 2013, Wisse, 2013, Wierema, 2013), it
becomes clear that city garden Emma’s Hof is a publicly accessible place
with several functions and activities for old and young people. The garden
consists of a natural playground for children, places to relax, a kitchen
garden and meeting places for everyone. The entire garden is maintained
by residents who also organize several events in the garden such as
cooking workshops, open stage activities and fairs.

Figure 4.15. Entrance of Emma’s Hof

The duration of the entire project from idea to realisation took four years,
which was more time and effort than initially thought of by the initiators.
One of the initiators admitted that if he knew in advance how much time
and labour it would cost, he would not have done it.
“Als je dat van te voren weet, vier jaar, dan begin je er waarschijnlijk niet
eens aan. Het is gegroeid en het is een beetje uit de hand gelopen. We
hebben ons laten uitdagen door de situatie”
- Holke Wierema (initiator and board Emma’s Hof)

Figure 4.16. Mosaic bench made by the
neighbourhood

Landscape architect Leonoor van der Linden, experienced in civic
initiatives, was not surprised by the time period, but even believes that it
is quite quick for such a project.
“Ik moet zeggen dat ik het nog best snel vond gaan. Om in vier jaar van
idee tot plan in hoog stedelijk gebied te komen waar je heel veel mensen
en nog geen eigendom hebt, vind ik het niet heel lang.”
- Leonoor van de Linden (landscape architect)
Landscape architect Van der Linden became involved in the process
when the initiators were already united as foundation Emma’s Hof.
The foundation was searching for organisations and foundations with
available subsidies, when they got the opportunity to use the expertise of
a landscape architect. Leonoor van der Linden, working for the company
Arcadis, got involved in the process to give advice and to design the garden
in cooperation with inhabitants. Foundation Emma’s Hof already had a lot
of ideas and plans for the garden and wanted to control all decisions and
developments.
The design (figure 4.19) is created with the wishes and ideas in mind
of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood and foundation Emma’s Hof,
gathered through a design meeting and multiple conversations with the
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Figure 4.17. The garden with ‘Holkes’ house

Figure 4.18. Water as playing element in the
garden

foundation. The design meeting is organised by the landscape architect,
but the participants were invited by the board of Emma’s Hof. Based on
the interview with the initiator and the landscape architect it became
clear that the process was not that democratic as previously thought
by the landscape architect. Persons were selected by the foundation to
participate, and therefore not everyone in the neighbourhood got the
opportunity to be involved in the design session and could tell their
wishes and thoughts on the area.
“Iedereen die in de straten woonden mochten zich opgeven voor de
werksessies met het bepalen van het programma van eisen. … Het is niet
zo dat mensen op naam gevraagd zijn om aan die sessie mee te doen,
iedereen mocht mee doen.”
- Leonoor van de Linden (landscape architect)
“Er zijn drie groepen gevormd van buurtbewoners die wij als stichting
bewust bij elkaar hebben gezocht. Dat waren mensen die naar boven
kwamen drijven toen wij in de buurt met een handtekeningenactie bezig
waren en mensen waarvan wij het idee hadden dat zij hier in de buurt iets
te betekenen hadden, op wat voor manier dan ook.”
- Holke Wierema (initiator and board Emma’s Hof)
Although the landscape architect did implement the results out of the
design meeting, the board of the foundation Emma’s Hof still had the
final say. The participants did not got the chance to react on the design
at the end.
Being involved in a participatory process can help to keep persons active
in further maintenance and organization, but it is not always needed. In
an interview with one of the most active persons in the garden, it became
clear that he would have liked to be involved in the design process, but
did not knew about it. However, he still got the feeling that he has some
current input, due to a little freedom in the design and some required
changes that need to be made in the garden’s vegetation.

Figure 4.19. Design of Emma’s Hof made by
landscape architect Leonoor van der Linden
(Stichting Stadstuin Emma’s Hof, 2014)
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year houses will be built on this place. (Stadslab Arnhem, 2014)
In the opinion of Stadslab Arnhem, Thialf is a disadvantaged area with
lots of potential. Therefore, they want to turn it into a multifunctional
area that is enjoyable for young as well as old people out of the
neighbourhood and further away. SLA would like to combine
food, greenery, sustainability, education, playing and relaxing, all
maintained by citizens. (SLA, 2013a; SLA, 2013b)
Foundation
Vrijstaat Thialf

•

Foundation Vrijstaat Thialf, consisting of residents of Spijkerkwartier,
wants to improve Thialf from an almost forgotten area into an
adventurous and lively place. In collaboration with Sportbedrijf
Arnhem and foundation Bouwspeelplaats Thialf, they organise special
events at Thialf. Some annual events are a Christmas tree fire, beach
volleyball tournaments and a flea market. (Vrijstaat Thialf, 2014)

Foundation
Bouwspeelplaats
Thialf

•

The goal of the foundation Bouwspeelplaats Thialf is to improve
and promote Thialf as a play and sports facility for children and
youngsters. They organise multi-cultural activities and once a year a
party for the neighbourhood, together with Sportbedrijf Arnhem and
foundation Vrijstaat Thialf. (Stichting Bouwspeelplaats Thialf, 2006)

Focus of
the diverse
stakeholders

Thialf is
fragmented
without an
overall view
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The stakeholders of Thialf all have their own ideas about and wishes for
the area in advance. The focus of Sportbedrijf Arnhem is on sports and
play, Stadslab Arnhem focuses primarily on food, and foundations Vrijstaat
Thialf and Bouwspeelplaats Thialf focus mainly on entertainment. A
combination should be found in a multifunctional area where all functions
will strengthen each other. The combination of these functions is not that
common, but has shown to work in the case of Emma’s Hof in Den Haag
(pages 46 and 47).
4.2.2. Natural situation
In recent years some developments are done and planned for the near
future at Thialf. In 2009 a new design is created for the bigger area
Spijkerbroek, which is realised in 2013 by Marlies van Diest Ontwerp and
BFAS Architectuur en Stedebouw (BFAS et al., 2009). Thialf is part of this
area and therefore the plan also had some alterations for Thialf. (More
information about Design Spijkerbroek can be found on page 52 and 53).
According to residents of Spijkerbuurt, too little attention is paid to Thialf
in this design and the coherence between the different parts is missing
(SLA, 2013a; SLA, 2013b). This can be seen at the striking water structure
which is an important part of the design. However, the tight and straight
shape of the stream stops at Thialf (figure 4.20), just like the rest of the
design more or less seems to stop here. The design also had some other
consequences for Thialf such as the displacement of property boundaries
and a new entrance. The property boundaries of the two schools, Park
Thialf and Thialf itself are displaced in the design Spijkerbroek to create
one park along the railway. This resulted into a bigger area for Thialf as can
be seen on figure 4.21. However, this part does not fit yet to the original
area of Thialf according to SLA. A new entrance is realised in this new part
of Thialf to make the connection with Park Thialf. The entrance between

Thialf and Park Thialf is a barrier in the form of an observation tower.
However due to some problems with safety and dogs, this entrance is
temporarily closed.
Another development that will be realised in 2014 or 2015 is called
Grenspost Vrijstaat Thialf. This design is made by Hoogte Twee Architecten
in cooperation with students of the HAN and some locals (Hoogte Twee
Architecten Arnhem, 2014). This is a design to renovate the biggest
building of Thialf in order to make it suitable for a restaurant, the sports
company and a day care. The smaller building will be demolished. (More
information about Grenspost Vrijstaat Thialf on pages 54 and 55). With the
realisation of the new building a new entrance will also be created. When
the building is restored, the current entrance at the C.A. Thiemestraat
will disappear as an entrance for visitors. This entrance will only be kept
for the supply of goods and emergency services. The situation of the
entrances can be found on figure 4.22.
Need for a
new vision
by current
developments

Contaminated
soil

Height
differences
up to three
meters

According to a representative of the municipality, the current
developments ensure that this is the perfect moment to change the entire
area (Willemen, 2014). In addition, SLA believes that this is the perfect
opportunity to make an overall vision for Thialf that includes all wishes
and ideas of stakeholders to overcome that the area will be fragmented
even more (SLA, 2013a; SLA, 2013b). However, how does the area looks
like at this moment and which aspects need to be taken into account by
creating a new vision?
The planning area is situated on the transition of sand to clay, which can
be noticed by some height differences, vegetation and water level. An
example of the influence of the transition of soil types on the vegetation
are the poplar trees on the lower areas. Spijkerkwartier is the dryer, sandy
area with buildings from the nineteenth century, while Arnhemse Broek
is situated on the former floodplains in the sixties, which is a wetter
area of river clay. The soil of the area is contaminated due to abrasion of
train tracks and wheels of trains. Nickel, zinc and copper are substances
which contaminate the area, where the soil is slightly contaminated up
to 1,5 meters deep (Gemeente Arnhem, 2014a). More heavy metals
and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are located deeper in the
ground, at least 2 meters deep, due to older trains and the use of other
materials in the past. In a design this contamination (figure 4.23) needs to
be taken into account.
Another aspect that needs to be taken into account by making a design
is the height differences up to three meters. These height differences
are clearly visible at the building in the Dullertstraat. At the Dullertstraat
the highest floor of the building is on street level. However, at the side
of Thialf, three meters lower, the lowest floor is on ground level (figure
4.25). Throughout Thialf, some small hills are situated to make the playing
area more interesting for children. Furthermore, the railway is placed on
a high slope resulting in a dike that blocks the view and closes the area
(figure 4.26).
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Figure 4.20. Water structure of the new situation
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Figure 4.21. The rearranged property boundaries
resulting in a larger area (dark part) for Thialf
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Figure 4.22. Current (dotted) and new entrances
(solid) of Thialf
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Figure 4.23. Soil contamination in the area
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Figure 4.24. Location of the cross sections
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Figure 4.25. Cross section of the area in the West-East direction
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Figure 4.26. Cross section of the area in North-South direction
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Ecological
value

Only
accessible
by foot and
only during
daytime

Spijkerbroek is part of a larger green area along the railway zone that
flows from the city centre to the rural area (figure 4.27) (Gemeente
Arnhem, 2009). Out of the flora and fauna research done for the design
Spijkerbroek it appears that the area has an ecological value due to the
diversity of animals, plants, trees and birds. Bats, woodpeckers, yellow
Corydalis and squirrels are some special species that occur here (BFAS
et al., 2009). Therefore, the restored Molenbeek has slight slopes
and existing trees are preserved as much as possible in the design of
Spijkerbroek (BFAS et al., 2009). None of the trees at Thialf are indicated
as valuable trees by the municipality of Arnhem, so there are no special
protections or restrictions (Gemeente Arnhem, 2014b).
Thialf is only accessible by foot and only publicly accessible during
the daytime when there is supervision. Therefore, the area is totally
surrounded by a gated fence which can be closed. Due to the displacement
of property boundaries it was possible to create a main route across
Spijkerbroek along the railway. This path connects Thialf with Park Thialf
and should form a connection between the districts Spijkerkwartier and
Arnhemse Broek (figure 4.28). However, due to the limited opening hours
of Thialf this connection is often not accessible. Other smaller paths
make it possible to walk from one entrance of Spijkerbroek to the other
entrance. All paths in Spijkerbroek are quite straight and it is impossible
to walk around. The walking paths at Thialf connect to these walking
paths but are more diverse, created with different materials and random
sizes, which makes it look quite messy.
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Figure 4.27. Green corridors in Arnhem
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Figure 4.28. Walking paths in Thialf and Park Thialf
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Design Spijkerbroek
Thialf is located, together with two schools and Park Thialf, in a bigger
area called Spijkerbroek. This area is designed by Marlies van Diest
Ontwerp and BFAS Architectuur en Stedebouw, commissioned by the
municipality Arnhem (figure 4.34). The entire process to design and
develop Spijkerbroek took six years. A preliminary design was finished
after a participatory process in 2009 and at the end of 2013 the official
opening of the area was celebrated. Goals of the design are to enlarge the
social meaning of the place, strengthen the urban structure, enhance the
ecological values and make a publicly accessible park (BFAS et al., 2009).
The design exists of different worlds with their own character and
function, but these parts should form an integrated whole (BFAS et al.,
2009). The different parts are: playground Thialf, Park Thialf, Hugo de
Grootschool, Gymnasium Arnhem, a piece of undeveloped land and
some houses (figure 4.33). Park Thialf is designed as a sports and play
park with a high playing field and a large grass field. Thialf is seen as an
important part of Spijkerbroek which needs to keep its characteristics, so
only some small changes are planned. At the northern side of the Hugo
de Grootschool an ecological island is created for educational purposes
for both children of the two schools and children in the neighbourhood
(figure 4.31). An important part of the design is restoring the Molenbeek,
which is a stream that in former times flowed in the north-south direction
at the very west side of Spijkerbroek. In the design, the stream connects
the different parts in the west-east direction along the railway (BFAS et
al., 2009).
Spijkerbroek is designed in cooperation with residents and stakeholders.
A workgroup was formed for intensive contact and several meetings
were organised to give all residents the opportunity to shape their living
environment.
Ambitious plans were devised in a participatory process with residents of
Spijkerkwartier and Arnhemse Broek. Unfortunately, not everything could
be constructed because of the small budget. This did not strengthen the
relationship between the government and the inhabitants (Van Diest,
2013). Also, some problems arose between the government and the
workgroup by multiple contact persons of the municipality, and workgroup
Spijkerbroek was disbanded in 2013 (Kluen, 2013). Nevertheless,
according to van Diest, the area is successfully transformed, together
with the neighbourhood, from separated desolated parts into a beautiful
publicly accessible park.

Figure 4.29. View from Thorbeckestraat towards
Park Thialf

Figure 4.30. View from walking path along the
railway towards Park Thialf

Figure 4.31. The ecological island and the Hugo de
Grootschool in the background

Figure 4.32. The custom-made fence that encloses
the area
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Sports/Playing

Living
Park/Sports/
Playing/Education
Education
Living

Education

Figure 4.33. Functions of the different parts of
Spijkerbroek

Figure 4.34. Design Park Thialf by Marlies van Diest Ontwerp and BFAS Architectuur en Stedebouw (Marlies van Diest Ontwerp, 2013)
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Grenspost vrijstaat thialf
The biggest building at Thialf is completely abandoned and derelict as
can be seen on recent photos (figure 4.35). Previously, this building
functioned as the entrance to the swimming pool, serving as a place for
the manager and restaurant.
For a long time, plans to renovate the building in combination with a
new entrance existed. The Dullertstichting gave a donation of 500.000
euro to restore the building and entrance of Thialf. On behalf of the
Dullertsstichting, the municipality of Arnhem organized a competition
in 2008   for the design of the transition area from Spijkerkwartier to
adventure playground Thialf; a new entrance (Gemeente Arnhem, 2008).
The winner of this competition, Erik Vos, has been actively involved in the
development process since that day.
In 2013, a final design was created for the building and entrance by
Hoogte Twee Architecten, in cooperation with Erik Vos and students of
the Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen (figures 4.36 and 4.37) (HAN).
The building will be redeveloped into a restaurant, office and school
care. The restaurant will be placed at the highest level, accessible from
the Dullertstraat. The office, storage and some sanitary facilities of
Sportbedrijf Arnhem will be situated at the lowest level directly available
from Thialf. The construction of the building should start in 2014 and
finish in 2015. (Vos, 2013)

Figure 4.35. Photo of the current state of the
building
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Figure 4.36. ‘Grenspost Vrijstaat Thialf’ from the Dullertstraat, by Hoogte Twee Architecten Arnhem (Hoogte Twee Architecten Arnhem, 2014)

Figure 4.37. ‘Grenspost Vrijstaat Thialf’ from Thialf, by Hoogte Twee Architecten Arnhem (Hoogte Twee Architecten Arnhem, 2014)
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5.Participatory processes
Participation
has several
advantages
and
disadvantages

Form of
democracy
and way to
promote
democracy

Should
increase
fairness and
justice

Creating
a sense of
ownership and
community
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5.1. Objectives of participation
In recent years more research is performed and literature written on
the advantages and disadvantages of participatory processes. It seems
that participation has several positive aspects but also many negative
aspects. However, these can be reduced when participatory processes
are well organised (Arnstein, 1969, Baum, 1998, Innes and Booher, 2004).
To Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan (1998) the positive effects of participatory
processes are even noticeable to people who were not directly involved
in the process but were aware of the participatory process. Therefore
participation can have a huge impact on society. The objective of a
participatory process depends of the context, time, public and issue
and therefore every project needs to formulate its own goals (Chess and
Purcell, 1999, Glicken, 2000). Several objectives are described here to
critically analyse what a participatory processes can actually do.
Promoting democracy is one of the purposes of participation mentioned
throughout literature (Baum, 1998, Cornwall and Gaventa, 2000, Fischer,
2000). With the introduction of democracy, participation is needed to get
legitimacy for public decisions, which means that every person gets the
chance to participate in a decision making process and is able to give his
or her opinion on issues that bother them (Sanoff, 2000, de Jonge, 2009).
An important aspect of democracy is to increase fairness and justice.
In participation, the public gets the ability to improve their own living
environment and decide what happens (Chess and Purcell, 1999, Hester,
1989, Innes and Booher, 2004). However, the collaboration of users into a
process is not always used for the process itself, but could also be arranged
to come to a more politically acceptable outcome (Southworth et al.,
2012). To reduce conflicts and promote fairness, the relationship between
stakeholders and experts should be solid, and trust is needed (Lachapelle,
2008). To Lachapelle (2008), trust can also strengthen communication,
enhance individual or group learning, facilitate effective responses to
future problems, and reinforce relationships between participants.
Building a civil society and creating an adaptive, self-organizing society
with a sense of community through support and education is another
objective of participation (Glass, 1979, Innes and Booher, 2004, Sanoff,
2000). Bringing in local needs can result in more unique solutions and a
greater sense of ownership, stewardship, and community by the involved
people (figure 5.1) (Kaplan et al., 1998). For example, eating in public
places and working together with neighbours can reduce vandalism and
maintain better care for the area (Mahdavinejad and Abedi, 2011).
However, not every person in a participatory process is able to look after
the community interest, some will only protect their self-interests (Innes
and Booher, 2004, Kaplan et al., 1998). This principle can be described as
‘Not In My Back Yard’ (NIMBY), resulting in an arise of conflicts, people
opposing each other, and no public solutions. However, NIMBY can also
have a positive effect in the way that people with the same idealistic ideas
unite and stand up against the government (Duineveld et al., 2010). When

top-Down

bottom-up

local anD experiential knowleDge

value-baseD knowleDge

cognitive knowleDge

Figure 5.1. A sense of community

people feel a sense of belonging, their view can also change from selfinterest to public-interest during the process (Denhardt and Denhardt,
2000, Hibbard and Lurie, 2000).
Will discover
the wishes and
preferences of
the public

Another frequently mentioned aim is discovering the wishes and
preferences of the public (Baum, 1998, Glicken, 2000, Innes and Booher,
2004) and making use of the knowledge of participants (de Jonge,
2009, Fischer, 2000, Glicken, 2000, Renn et al., 1993). In addition, Pretty
(1995) mentioned that participation is used for data collection and
interactive analysis. The data, wishes and preferences are obtained by
communication between experts and stakeholders, which preferably
seems to be assessed at the beginning of a process. This is done to be
able to incorporate it in the entire process and give the public the feeling
that they are taken seriously (Kaplan et al., 1998).
A combination of knowledge of citizens, stakeholders and experts should
generate a broader view of the area (figure 5.2). Citizens have local and
experiential knowledge based on common sense and personal experience,
stakeholders derive value-based knowledge from social interests, and
experts contribute to cognitive knowledge based on technical expertise
(Fischer, 2000, Glicken, 2000, Renn et al., 1993). To Van Damme,
Leinfelder and Uyttenhove (2012) the involvement of more parties in
multidisciplinary teams and cross border partnerships makes it also easier
to manage the complex landscape of today’s design projects. However,
information needs to be transmitted in an understandable way for all
involved, to avoid misunderstandings (Kaplan, 1985). Given information
is often too overwhelming, intimidating and incomprehensible for the
public, which leads to frustration, distress, aggression and a sense of
uselessness at the side of participants (Kaplan et al., 1998).

Should
represent the
society

top-Down

bottom-up

local anD experiential knowleDge

value-baseD knowleDge

cognitive knowleDge

Figure 5.2. Different kinds of knowledge of citizens,
stakeholders and experts

To investigate the preferences of the public, a wide range of stakeholders
needs to be involved in a participatory process (Kaplan et al., 1998).
However, this seems to be a problem in practice. Certain groups and
persons seem to be excluded or disempowered in participation (Bond and
Thompson-Fawcett, 2007), or experts only invite a small group of persons
who are like themselves (Baum, 1998). In addition, Wagar and Folkman
(1974) state that experts primarily hear the opinions of the most vocal
people rather than a cross-section of the public. However, according to an
investigation of Gundry and Heberlein (1984), participants in participatory
meetings do in general represent the opinions of the public.
Baum (1998) also mentions that some individuals or groups cannot or
will not participate in projects for their own reasons. To Richards and
Dalbey (2006), the exclusion of persons can also be a consequence of
socioeconomic, linguistic, or educational class barriers. This can be
avoided by using other and more creative communication methods for
responding to and sharing information. Representative public meetings
should be easily accessible for everyone, everyone must be treated as
equals and all participants should be consulted (Gundry and Heberlein,
1984).
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Can reduce
time and costs

Various
meetings with
a difference
in the sort of
participants
and intensity

Some contradictions can be found in statements about the time and
costs participation takes. Banerjee (2013) claims that the realisation of
projects is mostly time consuming which makes that an evaluation about
the process usually comes too late for the participants. Circumstances,
stakeholders and the initial ideas and inputs change during longstanding
processes (Banerjee, 2013). Furthermore, it can also happen that the
outcome no longer fits to the circumstances or no longer meets the
wishes and ideas of residents. Besides time consuming, Richards and
Dalbey (2006) and Wagar and Folkman (1974) add more complex, difficult
and expensive as negative aspects of participation. Plans that will never
be realised after a lengthy process will lead to frustrated and disillusioned
citizens (Richards and Dalbey, 2006). However, it also seems that with
some effort, participation can improve the quality and creativity of
decisions, avoid costly procedures and increase efficiency (Richards and
Dalbey, 2006, Wagar and Folkman, 1974). According to De Jonge (2009)
time and costs can also be saved due to the involvement of key parties
because protests and lengthy conflicts are avoided. So participation
processes can be more expensive, time consuming and complex, but also
be more efficient, cheaper and of higher quality. It seems to depend on
how a participatory process is organised.
5.2. Types of participatory meetings
There are numerous terms to describe a participatory process, each with
only small differences in the sort of participants, organiser and power
for citizens. Mentioned terms include: citizen participation (Arnstein,
1969), public participation (Glicken, 2000), community participation
(Sanoff, 2000), social or civic initiatives (Salverda and van Dam, 2008),
policy participation (WRR, 2012), community design (Hester, 1989),
collaborative participation (Innes and Booher, 2004), co-design (de Jonge,
2009) and interactive decision making (Edelenbos and Klijn, 2006).
Related to the diversity of processes, also different approaches
for participatory meetings are available. Each meeting has its own
characteristics and is more appropriate for a certain target group, purpose
or context than others (Bond and Thompson-Fawcett, 2007). A wide
range of tools is described here to show the possibilities and clarify what
is appropriate for this research. Differences can be found in the intensity,
timespan, sort of participants and amount of participants.

Public
hearings:
open meetings
where ideas
are presented
to a wide
public
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Information about environmental issues is often presented to society in
public hearings or meetings, because these are useful for the exchange
of information between experts and citizens (Glass, 1979, Richards and
Dalbey, 2006). Unfortunately, these meetings are often organised in such
a way that participants can only say if they are for or against plans without
any nuances (Richards and Dalbey, 2006). In addition, Innes and Booher
(2004) state that public hearings do not achieve genuine participation, do
not satisfy citizens, never actually improve decisions, and do not involve

an extensive range of society. This method is even mentioned as a form of
non-participation in which decision makers involve citizens to legitimise
decisions, but the decisions have already been made (Chess and Purcell,
1999, Innes and Booher, 2004). However, Glicken (2000) states that
public meetings should be facilitated by a professional, on the basis of an
agenda and defined outcomes, to avoid useless processes and excluded
participants.  
Workshops:
contribute to
discussion and
group building

In contrast to public hearings, participants are interactively involved in
workshops to discuss and understand environmental issues and human
relations, which helps to build group cohesion (Sanoff, 2000). Workshops
are placed in the middle of public hearings and advisory committees
by Chess and Purcell (1999). In workshops there is more attention for
discussion than in public meetings, but they are less intensive than
advisory committees.

Design
charrette:
interactive
problem
solving in
several days

Another possibility is a design charrette which is a meeting of several days
where interest groups intensively work together in an interactive way to
solve an issue (Sanoff, 2000). This method can be used for collaborative
exchange, interdisciplinary problem solving, and to raise awareness and
commitment in society (Sanoff, 2000, van Dijk, 2011). Charrettes can be
used to discover ideas for large scale projects or generate opportunities
for a very specific interface (Hanington and Martin, 2012). The ‘National
Charrette Institute’ (National Charrette Institute, 2014) gives guidelines
for setting up a design charrette. To Talen (2013) this guidance could
save much time when organizing a design charrette. In addition, Condon
(2008) states that good charrettes should follow nine rules: “Design with
everyone; start with a blank sheet; build from the policy base; provide just
enough information; talk, doodle, draw; charrettes are jazz, not classical;
lead without leading; move in, move out, move across; and the drawing
is a contract” [page 56].

Advisory
committee:
consists of
a group of
people who
meet several
times in a
longer time
period

Another intensive participatory meeting besides design charrettes is
an   advisory committee or focus group which analyses a certain issue,
consisting of several individuals who reflect the society in socio-economic
terms, (Chess and Purcell, 1999, Glass, 1979, Sanoff, 2000). This group
has an extensive interaction by coming together several times over a
longer period of time. To Hanington and Martin (2012), this small group
of individuals are well-chosen people who are guided by a facilitator.
However, Glass  (1979) mentioned that the members of the committee
are predominantly high-income persons, because low-income minority
persons do not take an active role in such a committee. This can result
in dissatisfaction by the majority of the community. Nevertheless, Chess
and Purcell (1999) state that the purpose of this method is to improve
decisions, create more acceptable decisions and provide more confidence
in society.
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A specific
group of
stakeholders
over a longer
time period in
the case Thialf
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5.3. Definition of the participatory process
The process of RTD in Thialf is comparable with an advisory committee. A
specific group of stakeholders is invited to think about a specific issue in
this process (Chess and Purcell, 1999, Glass, 1979, Sanoff, 2000). For this
research only one meeting is organised but several more meetings with
the same stakeholders will be organised over a longer time period to keep
the process going and come to a solid outcome. The persons of this group
are employed in the area and/or actively involved in a foundation related
to Thialf (see stakeholders on pages 45 and 48).

6.Design techniques
Requirements
are needed
to specify
the design
techniques for
Thialf

6.1. Requirements for design techniques
Various design techniques can be used to make future developments
visible, all with their own character, goal and approach. For each situation,
a design technique needs to be chosen that fits best, because “...in
communicating planning ideas, the form of representing the information
is as important as the information itself” [page 3] (Al-Kodmany, 2001).
Important factors which can influence the choice for a design technique
are the stage of the process, target group, setting and purpose (Sheppard,
2001).

Appropriate
to use at the
beginning of a
participatory
process

First of all the design techniques in this RTD process should be appropriate
to use at the beginning of a process. A technique often used nowadays,
but not suitable for the beginning of a participatory process, is a physical
model. Physical models give a three-dimensional picture of what a place
looks like and makes it possible to touch it. It helps lay people, who
are unfamiliar with reading two-dimensional drawings, to visualise the
consequences of plans and see relations between different elements
of the design (Al-Kodmany, 2001). However, physical models are more
useful at a later stage in the process to discover specific solutions and
place the elements in the area (Al-Kodmany, 2001).

Understandable
for everyone

The design techniques also need to be suitable for all the stakeholders
who are involved. They need to be understandable for professionals of the
municipality as well as non-professional residents united in foundations.
Sheppard (2012) states that making use of several methods will increase
the chance that the information is easily accessible to the entire public.
Therefore, three design techniques will be used with different characters.

Both high
and low tech
methods with
different levels
in realism

Today’s computer techniques make it possible to create digital threedimensional (3D) visualisations where landscapes can be seen from
multiple angles and make the invisible visible by adding new elements
or changing situations. Due to their realistic view, these visualisations are
easily to understand for the public, and should stimulate imagination,
discover solutions and motivate people to take action. However, 3D
simulations can also be overwhelming by giving too much information
or being unclear due to a selection in given information. In addition,
computerised tools often lack the ability of meaningful interaction with
each other and the design (Al-Kodmany, 2001, Sheppard, 2012). Therefore,
both high and low tech methods should be used to show that the process
is open, but also to give a realistic picture of what the area can look like,
as recommended by Al-Kodmany (2001). In addition, different levels of
realism will affect the comprehensibility of the techniques.

Should
provoke
reactions and
broaden views

People must fully understand pictures to react on it. In addition, the
design techniques should have a provocative character to evoke many
reactions. The designs should broaden stakeholders’ views and encourage
them to think more ‘out of the box’. Above all, the design techniques
should contribute to the start of a discussion and will give a kick start to
the entire process.
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6.2. deFInITIon oF deSIgn TeChnIqueS
Three diverse design techniques give a clear picture of what Thialf can
look like. Each technique has its own characteristics, advantages and
limitations (figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). The three design techniques will
complement each other and illustrate if it will start a discussion at the
beginning of a participatory process.
Overview
of possible
alternatives
to broaden
participants’
views

6.2.1. DESIGN OPTIONS
The design options give several perceptions of what a place can look like,
because stakeholders should be able to envision several alternatives for
an area (Jones and Stenseke, 2011, Lewis et al., 2012). These options
give an overview of possible interventions for eight aspects related to
Thialf; important spots, vegetation, functions, heights, path structure,
shape, sight and atmosphere. These aspects are important elements that
need to be taken into consideration by designing a plan for the area. Each
element has three alternatives; two extreme and a middle one, to show
the range in which interventions can be done. The various design options
can be combined in all possible ways. Natural materials can be combined
with organic shapes, but also transformed into tight shapes. A direct path
structure can as well be used in an area with one important spot as in an
area with multiple important spots. The most appropriate combination
needs to be found for the stakeholders and place. According to Garde
(2013), numerous alternatives should result in new ideas, raise discussion
by generating feedback from citizens and enhance the quality of designs.
The design options should broaden the view of participants and serve as
an input for a discussion.
Addressing elements separately will make interventions more realistic
and enable them to be analysed better (Gazvoda, 2002). Therefore, the
design options will be very informative and useful, and through their
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LIMItAtIons
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•

Broaden views

•

Abstract

•

generate new ideas

•

•

Informative

Limited information
about current state

•

Input for discussion

•

•

Inspiring

Limited information
about possible
changes

•

Provocative

•

Unclear

•

raise discussion

•

Useful

Figure 6.1. Expected advantages and limitations of
design options

diversity inspire participants to think about all that is possible in the
area. To Richards and Dalbey (2006) it could also make the process more
efficient and result in quicker decisions.
Abstract
drawings by
hand

These design options are drawn by hand to make clear that nothing is
fixed, but everything is open for discussion and other options are possible
(Al-Kodmany, 2001). In addition, drawings by hand are useful to analyse
the landscape by extracting specific elements and classifying these
(Gazvoda, 2002). According to Al-Kodmany (2001), this traditional method
enables stakeholders to communicate and interact with each other and
recommend ideas. He also mentioned that drawings are flexible in scale,
low-cost, and available in any situation, because only a pen and some
paper are needed. Furthermore, different drawing techniques ensure
that drawings have a personal touch, and make it possible to make
drawings as precise or vague as recommended (Lawson, 2004); from
different thicknesses and materials, and from rough sketches to precise
impressions. Eight sorts of drawings from presentation drawings to
diagrams are described by Lawson (2004). These drawings are also used
in this process and can be found on pages 66 and 67. The options are quite
abstract to avoid a discussion about small details. They are attractive and
beautiful, but will not immediately convince and provoke stakeholders.
In comparison to other techniques, drawings are quite limited in the way
they present information about the current state of an area and possible
changes in the future (Al-Kodmany, 2001). To make the consequences
of the schematic images more visible and understandable, they will be
projected on the area. In addition, other design techniques are used to
make these design options clearer.

Implementation
of design
options in two
extreme design
plans

Maps to
provoke
reactions
of the
stakeholders

6.2.2. Design plans
The design options are combined in such a way that two extreme design
plans arise which give a range of what the entire area can look like. They
show the impact of implementing specific design options to the area.
The design plans are made with only the landscape analysis in mind, so
without specific restrictions of stakeholders to show a wide range without
limitations. Still, the designs should make sense and fit to the present
ideas and feelings of stakeholders in order to avoid that they will be
rejected as unrealistic, inappropriate and intolerable (van Dijk, 2011).
The design plans are maps that give an overview of the entire area in its
surroundings (van Dijk, 2011). In addition, a presentation on a flat surface
shows the relationship between the elements. Nevertheless, maps can
be difficult to understand for (lay) people (Al-Kodmany, 2001). Maps can
be used to transfer spatial plans to stakeholders, analyse geographical
limitations and opportunities, and as interactive input in participatory
processes (Arciniegas and Janssen, 2012, van Dijk, 2011). To stimulate a
discussion and show a wide range of what is possible in the area, the
most extreme design options are chosen to compose two totally different
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designs. These plans consist of innovative solutions and interventions
which will inspire and generate new ideas (Arciniegas and Janssen, 2012).
They will show participants unexpected qualities and possible future
alternatives by their provocative representation. Therefore, they will
change behaviour and perceptions (van Dijk, 2011). Furthermore, the
plans will provoke stakeholders and let them think more ‘out of the box’
due to their innovativeness and realistic character. These plans are made
by computer to give them a professional look. They will be attractive,
beautiful, convincing and useful, but quite difficult to read for people who
do not know the area very well (Al-Kodmany, 2001). The two extremes in
combination with the story should make clear that these plans are just
examples of what it can look like and are not fixed at all.

Photorealistic
visualisations
illustrate the
consequences
of the design
plans

6.2.3. PHOTOREALISTIC VISuALISATIONS
To ensure that everyone will understand the design plans, three
photorealistic visualisations are created for each design plan. Photorealistic
visualisations are photos where future developments are implemented.
They give an overview of the consequences of different interventions of
the design plans in the field. Lay people often have difficulties reading
maps or schematic drawings, but photorealistic visualisations have a high
degree of realism which is easily to understand for lay people and makes
it easier to visualise interventions in the landscape. These visualisations
shall be created by computer for a realistic and attractive image in which
stakeholders can place themselves, but as simple as possible to prevent
that people get intimidated. This visual character will ensure that the
photorealistic visualisations are provocative and convincing. In addition,
it will make the design options and design plans easier to understand for
both professionals and non-professionals. (Al-Kodmany, 2001)
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•
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Look fixed

Figure 6.2. Expected advantages and limitations of
design plans

Three locations in the area are selected which represent the most
important views of the plans (Sheppard, 2012). These photorealistic
visualisations will give a good representation of the area for each design.
The visualisations show the differences between the two designs, and
between the designs and the current situation. To reduce interpretation
differences between the different visualisations, all visualisations will be
made with the same conditions such as season, time of day and viewpoint
location (Lewis, 2012, Sevenant and Antrop, 2011, Sheppard, 2001). The
photorealistic visualisations will raise discussion by their visual character
because everyone can visualise what the design plans will look like and
everyone is able to form an opinion. In addition, they will inspire and
stimulate to think about other interventions.
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Clear overview
of the
differences
between the
designs and
the current
state
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•
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Figure 6.3. Expected advantages and limitations of
photorealistic visualisations
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drawing TyPes of lawson
In the book ‘What designers know’,
Lawson (2004) investigates a range of
drawing types which are familiar to
designers. Each drawing type has its
own function in a design process and is
useful on a particular moment. They are
used consciously and unconsciously in
this research and the design process to
understand the landscape, investigate
what is preferable, and stimulate the
creative process.

Figure 6.4.
Presentation
drawing

Presentation drawings (figure 6.4) are
used to communicate with clients and
other persons from whom a designer
may need some agreement, consent or
permission to continue. These drawings
give information about the current state
of the proposed design and show what
the final design will look like. These
drawings must be understandable to
everyone. Computer programmes are
often used to create these drawings to
impress or convince people.
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DESIGN OPTIONS
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Instruction
drawing (Vos,
2013)
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Instruction drawings (figure 6.5) give more
detailed information on the presentation
drawings. It is a one-way communication
from a designer to someone who will
realize the design concerning parts of an
object or the construction.
Consultation drawings (figure 6.6)
transfer information from a designer to
the participants. The information is not
to convince the client or users like the
presentation drawings, but to give an
overview of the state of the design so
far. These drawings are useful to discuss
the progress of the design. Several
alternatives can be used to provoke a
reaction from the participants which will
help to come to a solution.
Experiential drawings (figure 6.7) are
sketches to absorb design ideas and
are only for the designer himself. The
landscape can be understood in a better
way by putting the ideas in your mind

on paper. New technologies such as
Google Streetview and digital cameras
ensure that experiential drawings are less
popular, and designers may not develop
their sketching skills anymore which can
be seen as a problem.
Figure 6.8.
Diagram (CBS,
2014)

Diagrams (figure 6.8) such as charts
or graphs give an abstract overview
of the process or parts of the design.
These diagrams will focus on specific
characteristics and reduce complexity.
Diagrams can be problem or solution
focused and often show relations
between aspects. Lawson also mentioned
these drawings as ‘thinking’ drawings.
Fabulous drawings (figure 6.9) can be
considered as a form of art or visionary
drawings. These drawings mostly give
an unrealistic view of a situation that
inspire for new ideas. The drawings are
very characteristic and difficult to read
for others.

Figure 6.9.
Fabulous
drawing

Figure 6.10.
Proposition
drawing

Figure 6.11.
Calculation
drawing

Proposition drawings (figure 6.10) are
used in the centre of the design process,
and therefore also called design drawings.
The designer has a sort of conversation
with the drawing; he draws something
and looks at it until it is talking back.
These drawings give the designer new
ideas and the designer can make a move
or propose a possible design outcome.
These drawings change from rough
sketches to more precise drawings during
the process. The designer’s feelings and
the process stage can be translated from
the style of the drawing.
Calculation drawings (figure 6.11) are
made to do some type of calculation,
for example to know the size of specific
objects, ratios, heights and gradients.
These drawings are used to see what a
proposition will look like and to elaborate
on specific parts of the design.
- (Lawson, 2004)
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7. Design procedures
Multiple
design
procedures to
discover what
participants
want

Should
stimulate
dialogue and
interaction

Everyone
should be
actively
involved
and form an
opinion

7.1. Requirements for design procedures
Multiple procedures can be used in participatory meetings to find out
what the participants want in their living environment. Nowadays,
internet is an essential method to inform or quickly activate many people
due to online social networking or virtual reality tools (Evans-Cowley
and Hollander, 2010). Facebook and Second Life are examples of places
where thousands of people can be reached at once to inform them about
planning issues. Nevertheless, other participatory procedures are needed
to complete a participatory process.
Other procedures which are often used to discover the wishes of
participants are interviews and surveys. Conducting interviews is a
method with direct contact between experts and participants to collect
the experiences, opinions and perceptions of people (Hanington and
Martin, 2012). “..interviews provide qualitative and detailed information,
information that often cannot be obtained any other way” [page 70]
(Sanoff, 2000). However, to Janse and Konijnendijk (2007), interviews take
much time and only a small part of society will be reached. In contrast,
surveys provide the opportunity to reach a large group of society in a
relative short time span. Furthermore, surveys collect information,
attitudes, and opinions of citizens about a wide range of topics (Glass,
1979, Janse and Konijnendijk, 2007, Sanoff, 2000), and offers shy people
and people who wish to remain anonymous the occasion to give their
opinion (Hester, 1989).
Innes and Booher (2004) give a clear description of what participatory
procedures should fulfil: “The central contention is that effective
participatory methods involve collaboration, dialogue and interaction.
They are inclusive. They are not reactive, but focused on anticipating
and defining future actions. They are self-organizing both in content and
membership. They challenge the status quo and ask hard questions about
things otherwise taken for granted. They seek agreement or at least build
shared knowledge and heuristics for collaborative action.” [page 422] The
design procedures in the meeting in the case of Thialf should ensure that
everyone is actively involved, which means the professionals as well as
the non-professionals, and both the vocal and shy people. In addition,
stakeholders should be stimulated to form and give their opinion. This
will ensure that the process is fair and just, and that the wishes and the
preferences of the people are clear.
7.2. Definition of design procedures
The methods that will be used in the meeting are post-its and a discussion.
These two procedures have their own characteristics, advantages and
limitations (figures 7.1 and 7.2). This combination should strengthen and
reinforce each other, and show in what way the design techniques are
used.
7.2.1. Post-its
The landscape architect will present three design techniques together
with a short landscape analysis at the start of the meeting. By sticking
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Sticking postits stimulate
all participants
to give their
opinion

Post-Its

All
stakeholders
actively
involved

green post-its for positive feedback and pink ones for negative, everyone
is able to give their opinion on the designs. The comments on the postits will give a clear overview of what the participants like or dislike about
the design plans and form the preconditions of a new design. Sticking
post-its to the designs is a way of brainstorming and to indicate the ideas
and wishes of stakeholders (Sanoff, 2000). In this way, everyone will be
actively involved and stimulated to form an opinion and think about
new ideas (Hibbard and Lurie, 2000). Therefore, all viewpoints of the
stakeholders become clear, even from people who not want to speak in
public. In addition, the post-its should be useful as input for the discussion
and could be used to keep the discussion going when it seems to be stuck.
LIMItAtIons

•

Clear overview positive
and negative points

•

•

everyone involved

•

generate new ideas

•

Inspiring

•

stimulate to form an
opinion

•

Useful

+ no dialogue

Figure 7.1. Expected advantages and limitations of
sticking post-its to designs

7.2.2. DISCUSSION
A discussion is an open process to exchange ideas and generate new ideas
The discussion is an open process in which everyone can bring in their
own points of interest. It will contribute to the exchange of ideas and
generation of new ideas. Therefore, everyone should feel comfortable
to voice their ideas and react on each other to generate new ideas. The
discussion will inspire stakeholders to connect with each other and keep
the process going. Everyone should be active in the discussion to create
fairness and justice (Sanoff, 2000). In combination with the post-its, the
discussion will create new ideas.

DIsCUssIon

A discussion
is an open
process to
exchange
ideas and
generate new
ideas

ADVAntAges

ADVAntAges

LIMItAtIons

•

•

Dominance by
vocal people

•

Intimidated

•
•
•
•
•

+ exchange of ideas

generate new ideas
Inspiring
open

stimulate dialogue
Useful

Figure 7.2. Expected advantages and limitations of
a discussion
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part III
Design process - Reflection - Conclusions

This part shows the implementation of the role of the landscape architect,
design techniques and design procedures in the case Thialf in chapter 8,
which is called the design process. Chapter 9 is the reflection on this process
and illustrate the experiences of the stakeholders, landscape architect and
external observer. To end this report, chapter 10 gives the conclusions of
this research with the answers to the research questions, discussion and
recommendations, and future research.

8.Design process
In this chapter the research and design strategy is implemented in the
case of Thialf. The future possibilities for Thialf are presented to the
stakeholders by the three design techniques; design options, design plans
and photorealistic visualisations. These design techniques are based on
the landscape analysis of chapter 4 and each of them will be explained
here.
Eight elements
with each two
extremes and
one in the
middle

8.1. Design options
The design options (figures 8.1 - 8.8) show possible interventions for eight
elements to inspire the stakeholders. Each element has three options;
two extremes and one in the middle. These schematic options are applied
to Thialf to give a better view of what this means for the area itself.

DESIGN OPTIONS
Important spots
Between the extremes of all attention at
one place and an area with many equal
experiences.

IMPORTANT SPOTS

DESIGN OPTIONS
One important
spot

IMPORTANT SPOTS
VEGETATION
Figure 8.1.

Equivalent
area

DESIGN OPTIONS
IMPORTANT SPOTS
VEGETATION
FUNCTIONS

VEGETATION
FUNCTIONS
Figure 8.2.
HEIGHTS

FUNCTIONS
HEIGHTS
PATH STRUCTURE

HEIGHTS
Figure
8.3.
PATH STRUCTURE
SHAPE
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Vegetation
Between the extremes of closed to
the surroundings with a private feeling
to openness and coherence to the
environment. Also between the extremes
of sparse and dense vegetation.
Closed

Open

Sparse

Dense

Functions
Between the extremes of totally
separated functions in their own world,
to a complete multifunctional area in
which the different elements can learn
from each other.
Separated

Clustered

FUNCTIONS
VEGETATION

DESIGN OPTIONS

IMPORTANT SPOTS
FUNCTIONS
VEGETATION
HEIGHTS
FUNCTIONS
VEGETATION
HEIGHTS
FUNCTIONS
PATH STRUCTURE
Figure 8.4.
HEIGHTS
FUNCTIONS
PATH STRUCTURE
HEIGHTS
SHAPE
PATH STRUCTURE
HEIGHTS

SHAPE
Figure 8.5.

Heights
Between the extremes of a flat area with
one eye catching hill and a hilly area with
gradual height differences.

High hill

Hilly area

Path structure
Between the extremes of a direct
connection from A to B and wandering
and following the path to see where it
ends.
Direct
connection

Wandering

PATH STRUCTURE
SIGHT
SHAPE
PATH STRUCTURE

SIGHT
SHAPE
ATMOSPHERE
SIGHT
Figure 8.6.

Shape
Between the extremes of very tight,
rational and well-maintained to very
organic and running its course.

Tight

Organic

SHAPE
ATMOSPHERE
SIGHT
ATMOSPHERE
SIGHT

Sight
Between the extremes of having an
overview of the entire area to limited
visibility.
Overview

Limited view

ATMOSPHERE
Figure 8.7.

ATMOSPHERE

Figure 8.8.

Atmosphere
Between the extremes of tight and
artificial to natural and organic, and
recycled and dynamic in the middle.
Tight &
artificial

Recycled &
dynamic

Naturally
& organic
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Building

Concrete path

herbal garden

sand

sports field

Vegetable garden

grass
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stepping stones

Water

Flowers

Concrete

glass house

Boxes with concrete,
grass, ornamental grass,
flowers

Figure 8.9. Design I: Tightly separated
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Figure 8.10. One important spot
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Figure 8.11. Clustered vegetation
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Figure 8.12. Separated functions

Two extreme
design plans

8.2. deSIgn PlAnS
The extremes of the design options are elaborated into two extreme design
plans which show the range of possibilities when combined in a map.
They show the differences between the design options. Design I is called
‘Tightly separated’ (figure 8.9) and design II ‘Naturally together’ (figure
8.17). Striking differences between the designs are the water structure
(very tight vs. swampy area), the path structure (direct connection vs.
wandering), and functions (strict separation vs. multi-functional).
Design I: Tightly separated
The following design options are included in the first design: one
important spot, clustered vegetation, separate functions, one height,
direct path structure, tight shape, and overview of the entire area (figures
8.10 - 8.16).

0
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Figure 8.13. One height

The area in design I is designed in such a way that there is an overview of
the entire area. Due to no/less vegetation in the middle, it is possible to
look all the way from one entrance to the other. The vegetation can only
be found at the edges of the area, so a private world is created. This world
consists of several parts, each with its own function.
In the design, a community garden is placed next to the restaurant; a
place with frequent sunshine. Furthermore, a glass house is placed next
to the building in combination with several boxes to grow vegetables and
fruit. These boxes ensure that the crops are not in direct contact with the
contaminated soil.
The sports field is the central point of the area and it is possible to directly
enter the sports field from the terrace at the building. In addition, there
is a good view on the sports field from the restaurant. Therefore, parents
can keep an eye on their children and people can watch the games from
the restaurant.
At the other side of the sports field a hill can be found, made of various
boxes. These boxes are placed like terraces with different heights from
which the sports field is clearly visible. The wide edges of the boxes
ensure that people can sit at several heights. These boxes are each filled
with either grass, ornamental grasses, flowers or concrete for a diverse
effect and make it possible to walk over the hill.
On both sides of the hill, playgrounds are placed for young and older
children. The sandy playground is designed for the younger children, and
is located near the building which ensures good overview from parents at
the restaurant and terrace in front of the building. The playing field with
water elements at the other side is focused on older children, and they
can modify their own playground.
The newest part of Thialf is transformed into an area based on senses.
A place where people can smell the herb garden, see the colours of the
flowers, feel the sand between their toes at the little beach, and totally
experience the place and relax.
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Figure 8.14. Direct path structure
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Figure 8.15. Tight shape
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Figure 8.16. Overview
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Building
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stepping stones
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treetrunk

grass

Footbridge
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pollard willows

Figure 8.17. Design II: Naturally together
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Figure 8.18. Multiple important spots
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Figure 8.19. Scattered vegetation
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Figure 8.20. Combined functions

Design II: Naturally together
The following design options are included In the second design: multiple
important spots, scattered vegetation, combined functions, multiple
heights, winding path structure, natural shape, and short sights (figures
8.18 - 8.24).
Design II is a multifunctional place where different functions come
together. The area is designed in such a way that the sports field is no
longer the most eye catching element of the area, but should blend
in with its surroundings. Everything is placed in a natural setting with
flowery grassland, lots of solitary trees and various shrubs. This vegetation
consists of several fruit trees and blackberry bushes, where people can
pick their own food.
There is also place for animals such as chickens, sheep and goats. These
animals are useful for the maintenance of the area, but eventually also
for eggs and milk. In addition, beehives and insect hotels are placed in the
area, which contribute to the natural ecosystem.
Children can learn from this natural area and play on tree trunks, stones,
wooden huts or a ferry over the water in this adventurous place. They can
create their own playing places and discover everything in the area. Due
to its multifunctionality, the different target groups can strengthen and
learn from each other. The area is an unity where everyone can wander
and experience nature.

0

25

Figure 8.21. Multiple heights

0

25

Figure 8.22. Winding path structure

0

25

Figure 8.23. Natural shape

0

25

Figure 8.24. Short sights
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Photorealistic
visualisations
show the
consequences
of the design
plans

8.3. PhoToReAlISTIC VISuAlISATIonS
The photorealistic visualisations show the consequences of the two
different designs when implemented in the field. They are made on
three locations with a diversity of characteristics and functions. These
photorealistic visualisations make it possible to compare the two designs
with each other and also compare them with the current situation.

Figure 8.25. Location of the current photo and the
photorealistic visualisations on page 79 (figures
8.26, 8.31 and 8.32)

< Figure 8.26. Current situation Thialf

Figure 8.27. Location of the current photo and the
photorealistic visualisations on page 80 (figures
8.28, 8.33 and 8.34)

< Figure 8.28. Current situation Thialf

Figure 8.29. Location of the current photo and the
photorealistic visualisations on page 81 (figures
8.30, 8.35 and 8.36)

< Figure 8.30. Current situation Thialf
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Figure 8.31.

Figure 8.32.

Design I: Sandy playground
for the younger children.
In the background the
hill of boxes with grass,
ornamental grasses, flowers
and concrete. The wide
edges of the boxes ensure
that people can sit on it.
From this hill both the sports
field and the playground are
visible.

Design II: A diverse natural
area where people can
wander
between
the
animals on the paths made
of woodchips. A place to
play, relax and experience
the nature.
79

Figure 8.33.

Figure 8.34.
80

Design I: The tight water
structure from Park Thialf
is extended. This is a place
for older children to create
their own playground with
stepping stones over the
water. The hill offers the
opportunity to read a book
or to keep an eye on the
children.

Design II: A swampy area
with a footbridge to avoid
that people get wet feet.
In addition, a ferry to cross
the water. Overall, an
adventurous place to play
and sit at the waterfront in
the flowery grassland.

Figure 8.35.

Figure 8.36.

Design I: A community
garden in boxes to avoid
that the vegetables are
in direct contact with the
contaminated soil. The
boxes surrounded by gravel
provide space for different
sorts of vegetables and
fruit. In the background,
a glass house is placed to
grow more and other food.

Design II: Flowery grassland
alternated with places of
sand where children can
play. People can pick their
own fruit from diverse fruit
trees and blackberry bushes.
At the same time goats
and sheep walking around
to maintain the area and
eventually can offer some
milk. In the background
a place for insects can be
found in order to maintain
the biodiversity in the area.
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Positive and
negative
feedback on
post-its
Comments
about specific
elements and
broad views

8.4. Post-its
All stakeholders wrote their positive and negative comments on the postits (figures 8.37 and 8.38). The comments on the green and pink postits were quite diverse. Some comments were very specific about small
elements of the design plans, but others were more about the bigger
picture, such as the overall ambiance in the area. A difference is made
between the overall comments, and between the positive and negative
comments related to the designs.
Overall
Exciting = Good!
What about the financing?
How not to destroy the current capital?
First formulate the preconditions
Design I: Tightly separated
Positive
• Self-supporting   area fits well in terms of a good atmosphere +
functions
• Animals and community garden/glass house in combination with
children?
• Location of the community garden good, but how to avoid that the
ball will be kicked in the garden
• Wishes of the users
Sports company
Day care
...
• Employees
Sights
Activities
...
• Current state
• Water structure!!! Cool
• Herb garden x beach = nice synergy!
• Glass house + community garden next to the restaurant
• Good vision for parents on their playing children from the restaurant
• Possibility to follow sports events from the restaurant
• Clear functionality/efficient use of the area
• Glass house = nice
• In comparison to current state good use of the available space
• Clear separation of functions, but might be 50-50
Negative
• Not tight
• Scale?
• Where are the play elements?
• Water cannot be extended, problem with concrete tank with waterfall
• Maintaining the hill with tunnels
• No animals
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Figure 8.37. Post-its on design I

Figure 8.38. Post-its on design II

•
•
•
•

Perhaps less suitable for changes and events?
Personally, I think this is too tight/pragmatic and I miss the height
differences of the other design. Not in favour of a community garden
that takes space to play.
Intensive adjustment/costly in comparison to current situation
Stands or fails with management

Design II: Naturally together
Positive
• Target group of 25-45 years obviously important. How to reach them?
• Compensate the loss of green
• Fits well with the open mind of Thialf!
• Construction, for example, together with residents (willow)
• Wandering nice!
• Preserve natural playing (around water, current hills)
• Fits to the idea of Thialf
• Fits better to the current quality
• Seems to require less radical changes in comparison to the existing
situation
• Animals! Very nice
• Adventure
• In favour of the natural design with the addition of play opportunities
• Fits better to the a state with much freedom > self-discovery
• Emphasizes the ‘healthy/natural character’ of Thialf (many sporting
> health/naturally)
Negative
• There are already many courtyards, this should not become like
these?
• No animals
• Natural selection?
• Free access to water
• Also vegetables instead of fruit
• Community garden is missing
• Little sight for parents on their playing kids from the restaurant
• No animals on Thialf because of animal suffering
• Much maintenance! Let nature take its course leads to pauperisation
• Too much park feeling, little space for ‘bigger’ events

Diverse
aspects
mentioned
during the
discussion

8.5. Discussion
During the discussion several aspects came up which were also mentioned
at the post-its. These aspects could be fully addressed in the discussion
where all stakeholders were actively involved. Most important subjects
mentioned during the discussion are placed here.
First, the preconditions need to be clear to determine the future of Thialf.
The preconditions for a design originating from the discussion are:
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•

Thialf as an adventure playground for children, to play unobstructed
(with supervision).
Background information: There is no place for children reserved in
the natural designs of the courtyards in the neighbourhood because
they always said that children could play at Thialf.

•

Thialf as a place for a community garden.
Also provide space for involved residents in the area besides children
(children are only a small group looking at the demographics of
neighbourhoods).

•

Safety: Supervision/overview, closed place with fences, not
always publicly accessible, avoid nuisance.
On one hand, this privacy takes care that people are involved and
are willing to maintain the area. On the other hand, there are
several rules for a safe playground (Warenwetbesluit Attractie- en
Speeltoestellen) to which playing elements and the surroundings
must comply with. People who want to harm have to be taken into
account (given the past experience, for example with animals and
arson). However, there are also examples where safety and freedom
(‘Vrijstaat gedachte’) can go together, such as Paasberg.

•

Create more activities on Thialf to attract as many target
groups as possible by a combination of functions.
Take care that these target groups are also involved during the
designing phase. For example, children can tell which elements are
most fun/exciting to play.

•

The municipality does not have any money available.
However, they are committed and willing to help find money and
funds to improve the area.
The limited budget needs to be taken into account when creating
a design: it should be possible to implement the design in parts. As
soon as there are resources available, a step should be realised. The
Coehoornpark for example is realised with the same idea; no money,
but enthusiastic and concerned residents who want to improve their
living environment.

Nowadays the area is focused on sports and play. How to combine these
functions with urban agriculture? Both functions should not interfere
with each other. In addition, how to integrate the other functions such as
a day care, the restaurant and education?
The overall idea of the current community garden (and SLA) is not to
earn money with growing vegetables, but to connect residents with each
other and with the neighbourhood. Moreover, it is intended to combine
it with education, and there are ideas to provide local products for the
restaurant. Therefore, it does not matter if a ball will hit the community
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garden and destroy the crops. There is awareness of setbacks and
willingness to accept these.
Thialf is a green place in an urban environment where you can take some
rest. The area itself is beautiful and natural, but could be designed in a
more adventurous and exciting way.
Comments on the designs during the discussion:
• The designs do not seem to be site specific and could have been
designed for any other park or area. It seems that less is done with
the current situation, except for the sports field.
• The natural design in general is the favourite one, however some
aspects of the other design should also be taken into consideration.
For example, the separated community garden with vegetables and
the ‘tribune’ next to the sports field which offers the opportunity
to also enable supervision from this side and not only from the
restaurant.
• Practical issues: the cost of the implementation of the designs is
immense. Design I ‘Tightly separated’ is estimated by an employee
of the municipality at 200.000 euro and the other one ‘Naturally
together’ at 100.000 euro.
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A new design
as a result of
the comments
on the postits and the
discussion

8.6. Envisioning participants’ ideas
Both sticking post-its to the designs and the discussion helped to discover
the participants’ ideas and wishes for the area. The comments on the postits gave a clear picture of which elements of the designs the stakeholders
liked and disliked. The discussion gave more information about some
specific recommendations for a design.
Although it was not the goal, I incorporate the ideas and wishes of the
participants into a new design (figure 8.39). This design includes specific
design options they liked, and middle fair decision is made when the
opinions were quite diverse about an element. This design is only a quick
implementation of the wishes and ideas of the involved stakeholders,
mainly based on design II ‘Naturally together’, but less extreme and with
some elements of design I.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Important preconditions for this new design are:
Current situation
Freedom (‘Vrijstaat gedachte’)
Maintenance of the ‘waterfall’
Maintenance of the hill with tunnels
View on the sports field from the restaurant
A place to sit at the sports field
Glass house and boxes to grow vegetables
Space for bigger events
Overview of the entire area
Winding path structure
No animals

The following design options are selected which seem to best fit the needs
of the stakeholders: multiple important spots, half clustered vegetation,
partly combined functions, hilly area with one higher hill, winding path
structure, organic with some tight shapes, some longer sights.
In contrast to the previous designs this design will consist mainly of
recycled materials with a dynamic character to reduce costs. Nevertheless,
the natural character of design II is preserved as much as possible because
the stakeholders did very much appreciate this appearance.
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overview over the area

glass house

adventures
playground

recycling
tires for
vegetables

retain of some
play elements

Kitchen garden

wandering
Keeping the
hills
view on
sportsground

Fruit trees

Building

Wooden terrace

Blackberries

tribune

sand

Woodchips path

Berry bushes

tires with vegetables

grass

Footbridge

Insects and bees

tree truncks

Water

tree

Ferry

stepping stones

sports field

Fruit tree

Community garden

Play elements

Figure 8.39. Envisioning participants’ ideas
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9.Reflection
This chapter gives more information on the experiences of the landscape
architect, ten stakeholders and the external observer during the RTD in
Thialf. This reflection is based on the log of the landscape architect, eight
surveys amongst stakeholders, and observation by the external observer.
Specific information is given on the role of the landscape architect, design
techniques, design procedures and the overall combination.
Landscape
architect as a
designer and
facilitator in
the meeting

Everyone
was actively
involved

9.1. Role of the landscape architect
The landscape architect in this process had to use her design skills to
develop several designs in advance (figure 9.3), which contributed to the
start of a discussion. The possible future alternatives for the area are an
expression of creativity and artistic intuition (Gazvoda, 2002). Another
task of the landscape architect was the organisation and facilitation of
the meeting (figure 9.5). The facilitation of the meeting partly took place
in advance; the invitation of stakeholders, a reminder of the meeting
by email and arranging a location. However, during the meeting the
landscape architect must also ensure that everyone felt comfortable,
equally and taken seriously (Duchhart, 2000). The facilitation took more
effort than thought of in advance.
Overall, the participants had an active attitude and seemed interested
and excited about the meeting. They reacted when something came along
that was wrong or needed more attention in their opinion. The landscape
architect was open and flexible and also inspired and stimulated them
to react, as recommended by Duchhart (2000). The beginning of the
presentation seemed to evoke a sceptical attitude of some listeners who
know the (history of the) place in detail, like the municipality, Sportbedrijf

Figure 9.1. Stakeholders in small discussions

Figure 9.2. Beginning of the process of sticking
post-its to the designs

Characteristics

Designer
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•

Analyses the landscape by drawings

•

Creates plans

•

Inspires participants

•

Links ideas

•

Motivates participants

•

Stimulates participants

•

Understands visual media

•

Uses visual media

•

Uses visuals as communication tool

•

Visualises consequences of a plan

Figure 9.3. Characteristics of the designer role of
the landscape architect in this RTD process

and foundation Vrijstaat Thialf. The rest of the audience - who were mainly
‘emotionally’ involved (locals, SLA) - seemed to be more interested.
Nevertheless, all individuals were clearly involved in the area and they
had already specific knowledge and ideas about the area.
Several reactions were given by the stakeholders during the presentation
resulting in some small debates about ambiguities. During these
discussions the landscape architect took a step back and was no longer
really visible as the chairman; more passive and in the background than
facilitating, and not directly determining who was speaking and deciding
what the discussion was about. This passive attitude of the landscape
architect was done on purpose to affect the process as little as possible
and discover which design techniques the participants would use at the
discussion. However, it did not strengthen the quality of the discussion, as
it even led to some frustration and confusion to some of the stakeholders.
More concrete solutions and new ideas could have been generated
when the discussion was better organised and structured. Although the
landscape architect did not always took the lead during the process as
recommended by Hester (1989), she did listen to the stakeholders.
At the start of the meeting almost all participants had introduced
themselves to each other or greeted when they already knew each
other, nevertheless it was good to have a round of introductions. This
introduction round created an open atmosphere, it made everyone trust
each other, and it ensured that everyone felt comfortable and equal to
each other as intended (Duchhart, 2000). In addition, the presentation
provided every participant (more or less) the same background

Facilitator

Characteristics

Everyone felt
equal and
taken seriously

Figure 9.4. The photorealistic visualisations are
viewed and discussed by participants

•

Ensures that everyone feels comfortable

•

Ensures that everyone is involved

•

Inspires participants

•

Links ideas

•

Motivates participants

•

Negotiates between conflicting interests

•

Solves unexpected problems

•

Stimulates participants

•

Takes everyone seriously

•

Treats everyone as equals

Figure 9.5. Characteristics of the facilitator role of
the landscape architect in this RTD process
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information about Thialf. For example, some respondents of SLA told me,
as the landscape architect, that they were very interested in the statistics
on their neighbourhood.
The preparation of the landscape architect – a well prepared presentation
with a tidy lay-out of images, well organised location and open atmosphere
– should ensure that the participants felt taken seriously. From the survey
it became clear that seven out of eight stakeholders, felt taken seriously
and four even very much, so this aspect was almost fulfilled (Duchhart,
2000). In addition, it ensured that they took the landscape architect
seriously as a designer and it gained respect.
A little disagreement between the findings of the landscape architect,
observer and stakeholders can be found in the problem solving and
mediating between conflicting interests during the meeting. According to
the landscape architect no problems or conflicts occurred, so there was
no need to mediate between persons. However, only two participants
thought that no conflicts occurred, the others stated that the landscape
architect did not really negotiated between conflicts. The opinions of the
stakeholders varied slightly  on the landscape architect’s problem solving.
Two said little, three somewhat and the others are neutral.
Open and
comfortable
atmosphere

The overall atmosphere during the meeting was open and comfortable;
stakeholders asked questions and gave remarks when needed. The
landscape architect also mentioned at the beginning of the meeting
that she was open for feedback or questions during the presentation.
Nevertheless, two participants evaluated the attitude of the landscape
architect as pretty closed. Others agreed with the landscape architect
and observer and evaluated landscape architect’s attitude as open. The
observer stated that the open attitude of the landscape architect was
visible in the way she puts the objective of the meeting forward; the
meeting should contribute to an investigation into the role of landscape
architects in participatory processes. Therefore, it became clear that the
designs were a source of inspiration for the future of Thialf which should
avoid the thought that the presented designs were final. In addition, just
before the designs were presented, the landscape architect emphasised
again that the designs were not fixed, but were meant to inspire and
should raise new ideas. Nevertheless, it turned out that most participants
still believed that the designs were fixed, which became visible in the
critical reactions of the stakeholders. However, these reactions were
needed to start a discussion.

Figure 9.6. Break in combination with writing
feedback on post-its

Figure 9.7. Process of sticking post-its to the designs

9.2. Design techniques
Each design technique during the process was useful in its own way and
together they strengthened each other. However, each of them has its
own characteristics, advantages and limitations (figures 9.10, 9.13 and
9.14).
Figure 9.8. Small discussion between stakeholders
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Indirect raising
the discussion

9.2.1. DESIGN OPTIONS
All stakeholders have specific knowledge about the area and know the place
and current developments better than the landscape architect. Especially
the persons who are closely involved in current developments seemed
somewhat bored and sceptical during the presentation. Therefore, it was
hard to present the landscape analysis and design options (figure 9.9).
During the presentation of the design options, attention was sometimes
lacking, as some people leaned back in their chairs and played with their
mobile phones. It is not clear why. Did they already know all possible
situations for the area? Was it the way of presenting the design options?
Others, mainly members of Stadslab Arnhem, seemed enthusiastic
and interested during the entire presentation. Nevertheless, out of the
survey it became clear that the design options were evaluated as pretty
informative, useful and inspiring for everyone, but maybe somewhat
boring because of the similar characteristics and lengthy presentation.
The abstract character of the design options, due to the hand drawn
pictures, should made clear that the designs were not fixed (Al-Kodmany,
2001). Judging the fact that no discussions arose on small elements
of these options, this worked well. In contrast to my expectations, the
design options were not mentioned during the discussion at all (Garde,
2013). However, all participants and the observer agreed that the design
options raised the discussion and were pretty provocative. Therefore, this
seems to have happened in an indirect way.
Stakeholders evaluated these options as pretty attractive and somewhat
beautiful, but they were clearly not overwhelmed by these pictures. The
design options were also kept quite abstract to avoid discussions about
small things. This worked well, but the stakeholders evaluated them as
not really realistic by this abstraction while the options should have been

ADVAntAges

DesIgn oPtIons

The design
options were
informative
and useful

DESIGN OPTIONS
IMPORTANT SPOTS

VEGETATION

FUNCTIONS

HEIGHTS

PATH STRUCTURE

SHAPE

SIGHT

ATMOSPHERE

Figure 9.9. All 24 design options divided in eight
subjects (also pages 70 and 71)

LIMItAtIons

+-

•

Broaden views

•

Abstract

•

generate new ideas

•

•

Informative

Limited information
about current state

•

Input for discussion

•

•

Inspiring

Limited information
about possible
changes

•

Provocative

•

Unclear

•

raise discussion

•

Useful

Figure 9.10. Advantages and limitations of design
options
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quite realistic due to addressing separate elements (Gazvoda, 2002).
Five stakeholders were inspired by the design options, the other three
evaluated it in the middle.
Design plans
interesting,
but confusing

9.2.2. DESIGN PLANS
Everyone’s attention was back again when presenting the design plans
(figures 9.11 and 9.12). All participants were interested, watched and
listened carefully and critically. This even led to a brief discussion during
the presentation about the property boundaries of the area which
indicates that the stakeholders understood the map based presentation,
in contrast to the expectation that flat images are difficult to understand
(Al-Kodmany, 2001). In addition, all stakeholders clearly saw the
differences between the two designs and between the designs and the
current situation.
Despite the explanation of the landscape architect at the beginning of
the meeting and before the designs, people still got the feeling that the
designs were fixed. This resulted in some commotion and critical sounds
about the desired process and designs. Some participants mentioned
that it would be more efficient to first determine the starting points
in collaboration with stakeholders and create a design based on these
points, while others mentioned that extreme designs gave a clear picture
of the range of possibilities for the area. Even in the survey afterwards
someone mentioned that if the objective of the process as a process
accelerator was clearer in advance, people would have discussed less
about smaller details.

Figure 9.11. Design plan I: ‘Tightly separated’

Figure 9.12. Design plan II: ‘Naturally together’

Already during the presentation many reactions arose which resulted in
small discussions. In the actual discussion, the designs were frequently

DesIgn PLAns

ADVAntAges
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LIMItAtIons

+-

•

Change perceptions

•

generate new ideas

•

Inspiring

•

out of the box
thinking

•

Provocative

•

raise discussion

•

Useful

•

Difficult to
understand

•

Inappropriate

•

Intolerable

•

Look fixed

•

Unrealistic

Figure 9.13. Advantages and limitations of design
plans

The
consequences
of the design
plans became
clear by the
visualisations

mentioned by the stakeholders, who told what they liked and what they
absolutely disliked about the design plans. Critical feedback occurred on
the high realisation costs and safety problems. A participant described
in the survey that he/she found it difficult to assess the reality by a lack
of financial support. The majority of the stakeholders did not think that
the plans were very realistic, so it seems that the designs did not met
the present ideas of the stakeholders and were therefore be judged
as unrealistic and inappropriate as stated by van Dijk (2011). This
corresponds to the comment of a participant: “By starting with already
far elaborated designs, you will notice as a participant that you want to
tell your own particular interests and want to see that in the designs.
Now it felt like it was saddled. It is very diﬃcult to be neutral about the
designs when you are sitting there with your own ideas and interests.”
On the other hand, the design plans were rated by the stakeholders as
quite useful and pretty inspiring by the stakeholders. The participants
were positive about this approach because the extreme characters of
the plans provoked and inspired them to broaden their view. Someone
mentioned that these plans made him/her think more out of the box and
ensured that the participants did not immediately proceeded in a very
practical way. Overall, design plans did change behaviour and perceptions
as intended (van Dijk, 2011).
9.2.3. PHOTOREALISTIC VISuALISATIONS
The photorealistic visualisations (figures 9.15 and 9.16) appealed to the
imagination of the stakeholders and helped them to visualise the design
plans. Although there were no clear reactions to the visualisations during
the discussion, the landscape architect and observer both believe that
the design plans were understandable to all participants and gave a clear
picture of what the design plans would look like in the field, as intended

ADVAntAges
DPhotoreALIstIC VIsUALIsAtIons

The design
plans evoked
many
reactions

LIMItAtIons

+-

•

Attractive

•

Abstract

•

Beautiful

•

•

easily to understand

Limited information
about current state

•

Inspiring

•

•

Provocative

Limited information
about possible
changes

•

raise discussion

•

Unclear

•

realistic

•

Useful

Figure 9.14. Advantages and limitations of
photorealistic visualisations
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(Al-Kodmany, 2001). To the landscape architect and observer this helped
the stakeholders to formulate an opinion about the designs. In contrast,
the photorealistic visualisations were evaluated by the stakeholders as
not very informative and only somewhat useful. These reactions were
provoked by the striking differences between the visualisations of the two
designs and the original photo of the same locations. The photos and the
visualisations were made under the same conditions (Sheppard, 2001,
Sevenant and Antrop, 2011, Lewis, 2012), therefore the three locations
gave a clear overview of the differences. It seems that the stakeholders
were not overwhelmed by the visualisations, which was also the intention
by keeping them as simple as possible (Al-Kodmany, 2001). Overall,
stakeholders evaluated them as pretty attractive, somewhat innovative
and slightly beautiful.
Photorealistic
visualisations
understandable
for everyone

During the presentation of the photorealistic visualisations some reactions
and excited expressions of the stakeholders showed that they did provoke
and inspire them. People started sniggering and whispering, especially at
the presentation of the photorealistic visualisations of design II. These
reactions also indicate that the visualisations were understandable for
everyone as intended (Al-Kodmany, 2001). From the survey it appears
that these visualisations were also judged as pretty provocative and really
inspiring. The public was stimulated by the images and they appealed to
the imagination.

The
visualisations
ensured
an indirect
discussion

Although the photorealistic visualisations resulted in reactions during the
presentation, they were not actually used during the discussion. They
were not mentioned during the discussion and people did not really had
attention for the visualisations during the sticking of post-its. Nevertheless,
the stakeholders mentioned in the survey that the visualisations did raise
discussion, so this would been in an indirect way.

Figure 9.15. Photorealistic visualisations of design I

9.3. deSIgn PRoCeduReS
Both the post-its and discussion had their own advantages and limitations
during the meeting (figures 9.17 and 9.18). Overall, they were both useful
and improved the process in their own way.
Post-its useful
to understand
what
stakeholders
liked and
disliked
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9.3.1. POST-ITS
Both green and pink post-its were available to differentiate between the
positive and negative feedback of the stakeholders. The designs were
hanging on the wall, free to view and criticise. All stakeholders were
invited to write down their positive and negative feedback about the
designs on the post-its. This invitation gave everyone the chance to be
involved in the process and stimulate to think in depth about the designs
(Hibbard and Lurie, 2000). Every participant gave his/her comments on
the post-its which immediately stimulated some conversations. First
it seemed to start slowly, but after some minutes all participants were
writing and small discussions arose. The landscape architect had planned
twenty minutes for both a break and sticking post-its, but in ten minutes

Figure 9.16. Photorealistic visualisations of design II

everyone was finished and the designs were covered with both green and
pink post-its.
The remarks on the post-its were quite diverse with topics as the shape,
sight, specific functions, safety, and maintenance (pages 82 and 83). Some
reactions were quite specific about small things, while others were more
about the bigger picture in comparison to the current state and general
atmosphere in the area. As the landscape architect, I have tried to read as
many post-its as possible during this process, but it went so fast that this
proved to be quite hard. Meanwhile, the participants were waiting for the
discussion to take place. Therefore, I decided to go further and started
the discussion by asking their opinions about the presented designs. The
discussion was on.

Messy
exchange of
ideas in open
discussion

The added value of the post-its to the discussion was not as high as
expected. The stakeholders already had many ideas about the area
and were not afraid to give their opinion in the discussion. Therefore,
the stakeholders evaluated this method as not really inspiring. Another
method, than sticking post-its to designs, could have been more
convenient in cooperation with well-known stakeholders. However, this
method was useful to let people form their opinion and formulate these
clearly. This gave a clear overview of what the stakeholders liked and
disliked about the designs. Besides that, the ideas and comments are
written down, which offers the opportunity to look into them at any time.
9.3.2. DISCuSSION
As the landscape architect, I wanted to keep the discussion open to
give the stakeholders the chance to point out aspects they believe are
important and to see which design techniques would be used during
the discussion. Therefore, the discussion was somewhat chaotic and
the passive attitude of the landscape architect could have been more
dominant. Some guidance was missing in order to prevent that the
discussion was mainly about safety, regulations and financing, while it

Post-Its

Post-its not
really useful in
the discussion

ADVAntAges

LIMItAtIons

•

Clear overview positive
and negative points

•

•

everyone involved

•

generate new ideas

•

Inspiring

•

stimulate to form an
opinion

•

Useful

+ no dialogue

Figure 9.17. Advantages and limitations of sticking
post-its to designs
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should have been more about the possibilities of a design. Furthermore,
more concrete solutions should have been put forward.
Discussion
was useful,
but generated
less ideas

9.4. CoMBInAtIon oF DeSIgnS, PoSt-ItS AnD DISCUSSIon
From the meeting and the survey it could be extracted that many
stakeholders were surprised by the approach. Several critical reactions
were mentioned by the participants during the meeting and afterwards
in the survey. Reactions such as: “Architects will only create a design after
they have established the preconditions for a design on the basis of the
ideas and wishes of the stakeholders.” and “This approach did not bring
stakeholders together. It generated no new insights.” The participant who
mentioned that the preconditions of a design should be clear before a
design is created thought that this procedure would take more time than
needed because an extra meeting is required. Other participants agreed
with him, but they all did not see that the preconditions also became
clear during this meeting. On the other hand, another participant stated
in the survey that the preconditions became very clear on basis of the
discussion. Others had critical reactions on the way of presenting the
designs. One person mentioned that the presentation was very ‘topdown’, without the requirements of the neighbourhood and conversations
with children. Someone else thought that this approach did not work well
and described it as imposing a design to people. These participants did

DIsCUssIon

Unexpected
approach of
starting a
discussion

The landscape architect, observer and stakeholders agreed that the
discussion was very useful for the exchange of ideas and to agree on some
necessary design principles. It was also valuable to be able to understand
important aspects of the area and the points of interests of everyone. The
extreme character of the design plans ensured that they were regularly
mentioned during the discussion as intended (Arciniegas and Janssen,
2012). In contrast of what was expected, the discussion did generate less
new ideas. The stakeholders already had many ideas, so new ideas were
not really needed in this process.

ADVAntAges

LIMItAtIons

•

•

Dominance by
vocal people

•

Intimidated

•

Unstructured

•
•
•
•
•
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+ exchange of ideas

generate new ideas
Inspiring
open

stimulate dialogue
Useful

Figure 9.18. Advantages and limitations of a
discussion

saw the designs as fixed while they were not fixed at all. Besides many
critical reactions, also more positive feedback is given on the approach.
A participant mentioned that the presentation of the possibilities of the
area without any restrictions ensured that participants are better able
to experience open-mindedness to the area in its totality. This person
also described that when setting first the preconditions the focus would
probably be soon on the impossibilities, instead of on the possibilities as
in this approach. Someone else concluded the survey with: “Good start to
come to a constructive continuation”.
The designs,
post-its and
discussion
reinforced and
complemented
each other

In general, the designs, post-its and discussion reinforced and
complemented each other during the meeting. Especially the design
plans were useful in the discussion to visualise opinions and criticise
interventions (Arciniegas and Janssen, 2012). However, the design plans
on the table, to make it possible to visualise findings by drawing, could
have been used more. In addition, the post-its and the other design
techniques could have been used more in the discussion when submitted
by the landscape architect. Nevertheless, this approach ensured that the
process progressed  with little interference of the landscape architect.

More useful
for lay people
with less ideas
in advance

In this project, case Thialf, all stakeholders knew the area very well; all
within their own expertise. For some of the participants Thialf is their
working area and to others it is part of their living environment where
they play with their children. During the process and the meeting it was
visible that some people, mainly people who work in the area, are quite
fixed on their ideas and cannot imagine that things will differ. They only
thought about practical problems as money and safety, which is important
but can be resolved in several ways. Persons with more distance to the
area had a totally different view. These stakeholders seemed to be more
interested in and enthusiastic about the meeting. They were inspired to
change things and were able to think more out of the box. In addition, they
were less sceptical about new ideas and they generated new possibilities
instead of problems. Overall, the landscape architect and observer both
believed that the meeting generated some new ideas, by the extreme
characters of the designs as well as by the entire process. In contrast,
most stakeholders did not believe that the combination generated many
new ideas. One participant mentioned in the survey that a meeting with
this group of stakeholders, regardless of the approach, would always give
a contribution to the process. This participant does not believe that the
chosen approach has offered the maximum outcome.
Due to these experiences it seems that this approach could be more
convenient with the involvement of lay people, such as citizens. In
general, these people are less involved and actually never think about
a design for the area in depth. Therefore they need to be activated and
inspired more. This could be done by giving them examples of what is
possible, and inspire them to think about other possibilities. A process
such as this could ensure that lay people are inspired and the process
could be more efficient in cooperation with citizens.

Figure 9.19. Writing positive and negative feedback
on the post-its

Figure 9.20. A participant sticks her feedback on
the designs

Figure 9.21. Small discussion during sticking post-its

Figure 9.22. Break in combination with writing
feedback on the post-its
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10.Conclusions
10.1. Answer to the research questions
Many findings and results are already described in earlier parts and
chapters, but the final conclusions will be highlighted here. This chapter
will give an answer to the research questions and a clear overview of
the most important findings of this research. Furthermore, a discussion,
some recommendations and potential further research are implemented.
10.1.1. Effect of a landscape architect on the beginning of 
a participatory process
First sub research question is about the role of the landscape architect in
the process: In what way does a landscape architect, who uses designs
to start a discussion, affect the beginning of a participatory process?
From this research it became clear that this question consists of several
elements such as the attitude of the landscape architect, the role of the
landscape architect as a designer and facilitator, and the clearness of the
intended role and the intended approach.
A landscape architect will always affect the process with his/her attitude,
the selected design techniques and the preconceived design procedures.
The attitude of the landscape architect and the way the process is
facilitated can be done in a way that influences the process as little as
possible. This attitude could have been more dominant, especially in
the discussions to improve their quality. However, the open and passive
attitude of the landscape architect in this research ensured that the
stakeholders gave their reactions and shared their opinion. Therefore, it
was also possible to see if and in what way the design techniques were
used. In addition, good facilitation guarantees that there is a comfortable
atmosphere for everyone which makes it easier to react on each other.
The combination of a role as a designer and a facilitator works well in a
participatory process where a discussion is started at the beginning of the
process. As a facilitator, the entire process progresses well by a comfortable
atmosphere, actively involved people and a feeling that everyone is
equal and taken seriously. As a designer, the future possibilities which
were showed on the basis of three different design techniques inspired
the participants. The quality of the designs could also be improved by
cooperation between the landscape architect and stakeholders.
The landscape architect mentioned several times, before and during the
meeting, that the presented designs where not fixed but that they are
only a way of showing what is possible. Nevertheless, some people still
got the feeling that the designs were fixed and they got the feeling that
they could only choose between the designs. This did not directly help
to achieve the actual objective; raise discussion, exchange ideas and
generate new ideas. On the other hand, these critiques on the designs
started a discussion what was needed to make progress. Others were
quite positive about the procedure and they saw the advantages of
broadening their view. In conclusion, it is necessary to be very clear about
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the objective of the process and your role as a landscape architect in the
process, to avoid misunderstandings and ensure that the process will run
smoothly.
10.1.2. Effect of landscape architect’s design as a kick off in 
a participatory process
The second sub research question is focused on the design of the landscape
architect: What is the effect of a kick off by a landscape architect’s design
on people who are involved in a participatory process? The design of
the landscape architect consists of several elements of both the design
techniques and the design procedures. All have their own characteristics
and qualities which will be shortly mentioned here.  
As can be concluded from the foregoing chapters, all design techniques
were informative and useful in their own way. The design options gave a
lot of information, but could have been presented in another way. They
showed many opportunities and made clear that the design plans were
just examples to illustrate the possibilities in the area. In addition, these
options could also be used further in the process when more concrete
development plans will be made and specific choices should be made
about different elements of the design. The two extreme design plans
offer a clear picture of all that is possible in the area. It broadened the view
of the stakeholders and evoked many reactions. Everyone had an opinion
on these extreme designs and it significantly raised the discussion. Due to
these two extreme design plans it became possible to discover what they
generally want in a final design. Overall, they were very useful to start a
discussion. The photorealistic visualisations are a clear explanation of the
design plans. This helped the stakeholders to envision the consequences
of the design plans when implemented. In addition, it showed the
differences between the two designs and the current situation.
In general, the combination of the three design techniques, post-its and
discussion complement each other. The designs and the comments on
the post-its could have been used more in the discussion to bring it to a
higher level. However, this was not really needed in this process, because
stakeholders had many preconceived ideas about the area. The discussion
was useful to all parties and will always be valuable in participatory
processes due to its open character and the ability for participants to make
clear what they want. It offers the chance to exchange ideas and new
ideas could arise. Nevertheless, the post-its could have been used more
during the discussion, but this procedure was useful to understand what
stakeholders liked or disliked about the two extreme designs. Together
with the discussion, this could be converted into the preconditions for
a new design. The design techniques did provoke many reactions which
raised the discussion. All stakeholders could form their opinion and
were willing to show this opinion by the post-its and/or discussion. This
meeting broadened their view what will be recognisable and useful in the
further process.
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10.1.3. Overall experiences with a landscape architect who 
uses his/her design skills to start a discussion
The two sub research questions and the overall experience of the process
give an answer to the main question of this research: What are the
experiences of people who are involved in a participatory process with a
landscape architect who uses his/her design skills to start a discussion at
the beginning of this process? Important aspects in this are the start of
the process, acceleration of the process and raising discussion.
Overall, the participants were satisfied with the meeting and they were
glad to have a moment with all stakeholders together. It generated
new insights and knowledge was shared between the different groups.
According to the stakeholders, the meeting activated the process and the
approach surprised them. Some persons were positive about the process,
while others were sceptical and came with several negative points. They
stated that the preconditions should be clear before a design should be
made, but they did not see that the preconditions also became clear
during the meeting, as this is an uncommon approach. Nevertheless, the
meeting is seen as a start and the stakeholders will continue the process
and work in collaboration. Therefore, follow-up meetings are needed to
come to a definitive design that can be realised.
Surprisingly all stakeholders did not think that the combination of designs,
post-its and discussion generated new ideas, but most of them do believe
that the meeting helped to make the process run faster. The meeting
did not directly contribute to an acceleration of the process, because
all stakeholders had their own ideas and would also discuss them in a
process without designs in an early stage. Nevertheless, the designs have
made the stakeholders more aware of other options and broadened their
views. Overall, the design skills of the landscape architect – in the form of
design options, design plans and photorealistic visualisations – resulted
in many critical reactions of the participants and started a discussion
at the beginning of this process. Therefore, this seems to improve and
contribute to a faster progress of participatory processes.
10.2. Discussion and recommendations
Each investigation has its struggles and setbacks, but also its strengths
and advantages. This research had to deal with pressure from several
sides and a practical experience with some difficulties. Still, the meeting
worked well and the findings could be transformed into clear conclusions
due to triangulation. Furthermore, this research distinguished itself
from other researches and can be seen as an addition based on practical
experience.
10.2.1. Triangulation of the log, observation and survey
The triangulation of the log by the landscape architect, the surveys
amongst stakeholders and the observation by an external observer made
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it possible to analyse the process from every viewpoint (Hanington and
Martin, 2012). The different stakeholders got the ability to give their
opinion about the meeting in the survey, the landscape architect who did
the entire organisation of the meeting highlighted the other side of the
meeting, and the external observer could look more objectively at the
process with a helicopter view.
Due to the evaluation criteria, the findings of the landscape architect,
observer and stakeholders could be compared properly. The results were
quite similar, especially the landscape architect and observer agreed.
The opinions of various stakeholders varied widely on some points, but
in general they were similar to the landscape architect and observer.
Together, these three methods gave a clear view of the effect of a
landscape architect who uses her design skills to start a discussion at the
beginning of a participatory process.
10.2.2. Combination of science and practical experience
The combination of a scientific research for the university, a real life
case with stakeholders, and my own ideas and expectations was hard to
organise. The university has several rules and restrictions which a thesis
must meet to guarantee a certain scientific value. The diverse stakeholders
in the practical case Thialf all had their own opinions on what the process
should look like. In addition, I had my own view, which was quite stable
but flexible. These three aspects are combined and used in this thesis to
end with an investigation that includes scientific research together with
a real life experience, which is all related to my fascination into the role
of landscape architects in participatory processes. I believe that all parts
are brought together successfully and have strengthened each other. This
resulted in a scientific research based on practical experience.
The practical experience of a participatory process was very interesting.
New experiences and findings occurred, but also many difficulties
and uncertainties. The process of Thialf was not organised by any
governmental or coordinating organisation, therefore the process was
quite vague with a lot of uncertainties. When I started the research, I
thought that only StadsLab Arnhem, municipality Arnhem and residents
of the neighbourhoods would be involved. Soon it became clear that it
would be more complex, because several other parties were also involved
who already had plans for the area. Bringing together these stakeholders
was a bigger issue in this process for a landscape architect than I had
expected. Therefore, the focus of this research was on stakeholders who
partly are residents of Spijkerkwartier.
10.2.3. In comparison to other literature
Each participatory process is different because of the participants,
landscape architect and the situation of the project. This research
created another practical experience that distinguished itself from others
based on of the implementation of a landscape architect who uses his/
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her design skills immediately at the beginning of a process to start a
discussion. While most researches are on landscape architects who are
involved at the end of participatory processes, this one focused especially
on the beginning. Another element from which this research distinct
itself from others is the small scale. This research and the case are more
focused on closely involved stakeholders and the details of a place. This
is in contrast to researches about participatory processes on the regional
scale (de Jonge, 2009, Hajer et al., 2006).  
This research illustrated in what way landscape architects can contribute
to participatory processes with their specific design skills to distinguish
themselves from other disciplines. This is something that needed more
attention according to Sheppard (2001). It is a combination of landscape
architects’ professional knowledge of the landscape, their design skills,
and the ability to transmit this information to stakeholders to improve the
process. In addition, this research gives more information on the use of
visual media in participatory processes. Sheppard (2001) stated that little
is known or documented about the effect of visual media on decision
making processes. This research contributes to this by contributing a  
practical experience where the effect of visual media is analysed on the
stakeholders, the quality of the process and the efficiency of the process.
It also contributes to the investigation into what way visuals can be used
to start effective communication (Lewis, 2012). Furthermore, it also
shows how visual media could be used to explore future interventions
and encourage participants to develop their own opinion about the area
(Lewis et al., 2012).
10.3. Further research
The connection between science and practice should be made more often
to strengthen the knowledge about participatory processes. I believe that
the majority of recent practical experiences in participatory processes are
not based on scientific research and are not reflected afterwards. Due to
this missing link, landscape architects (and other experts) will not learn
from each other’s practical experiences. Therefore, the same mistakes
will be made over and over again. This research is an addition to the
unlimited investigation into the role of landscape architects, especially in  
participatory processes.
This thesis is based on one practical experience due to the time limit. The
landscape architect was deeply involved in the beginning of this process
to discover how a participatory process occurs. During this period, the
relations between stakeholders, former and current developments, and
the role of landscape architects in participatory processes became clear.
This research focussed on stakeholders, but this approach seems to be
more convenient in cooperation with lay people; people who normally
have few ideas about their living environment need to be stimulated to
form an opinion. Other practical experience need to demonstrate this.
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For more solid conclusions about participatory processes where landscape
architect’s design skills are used to start a discussion, other researches are
needed. Other design techniques and design procedures can be tested
and the landscape architect can take diverse roles. Multiple investigations
into participatory projects would make it possible to compare this
process with other processes which will improve the discipline landscape
architecture in participatory processes significantly.
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part III

I 	timeline of used literature on participation

Positive

^ 1927 Dewey
jacobs 1961 gans 1963 -

1960
- 1960 lynch
- 1962 habermas
- 1965 Davidoff

peattie 1968 -

- 1966 bennis
- 1969 arnstein; kaplan

1970
- 1974 wagar & folkman

<

- 1979 glass
lawson 1980 -

1980

critical

- 1981 appleyard
gundry & heberlein 1984 - 1985 kaplan

hester 1989 -

- 1990 srinivasan

- 1993 lauwerse; renn, et al
pretty 1995 -

blerck; chess & purcell; forester; healey 1999 -

<

1990

al-kodmany; edelenbos & monnikhof;

2001 -

- 1998 baum; kaplan, et al

2000
- 2000 cornwall

& gaventa; Denhardt & Denhardt;
Duchhart; fischer; glicken; hibbard & lurie; sanoff

gazvoda 2002 crewe & foresyth 2003 -

PragMatic

- 2004 innes & booher; surowiecki
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& janssens; french & bayley; jones & stenseke;
mahdavinejad & abedi; van Dijk; zwartkruis
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pendleburry; leger, et al; lenzholzer, et al
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III 	Evaluation criteria

SRQ 1: In what way does a
landscape architect, who uses
designs to start a
EVALUATION CRITERIA
discussion, affect the
beginning of a participatory
process?
the landscape architect is:
Dominant vs. Passive, open vs.
Closed, Charismatic vs.
Uninspiring, Creative vs. Boring
SSRQ a: In what way affects
the attitude of the landscape
architect the process?

SSRQ b: In what way is the
meeting facilitated by the
landscape architect?
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Degree in which the landscape
architect takes care that: everyone
is involved, everyone feels
comfortable, All stakeholders are
equal to each other, everyone is
taken seriously, he/she negotiate
between conflicts, he/she solves
problems

LOG (by landscape
architect)

OBSERVATION (by
external observer)

SURVEY (by involved
stakeholders)

Compares the preconceived
and actual attitude of
herself during the
meeting and the way it
affects the process

observes the attitude
of the landscape
architect and in what
way it affects the
process in the eyes
of the observer

Describes how the
stakeholders
experienced the
attitude of the
landscape architect

Compares the preconceived
role as facilitator and
the actual facilitation
during the meeting
according to the
landscape architect

observes how the
landscape architect
facilitated the
meeting in the eyes
of the observer

Describes how
stakeholders felt
during the meeting
and in what way the
landscape architect
facilitated the
meeting

SRQ 2: What is the effect of
a kick off by a landscape

LOG (by landscape
architect)

OBSERVATION (by
external observer)

SURVEY (by involved
stakeholders)

Compares the preconceived
aim of the design options
and the actual effect on
the efficiency of the
process according to the
landscape architect

observes the way the
design options are
perceived by the
stakeholders in the
eyes of the observer

Describes how the
stakeholders
experienced the
design options

Compares the preconceived
aim of the design options
and the actual effect on
the efficiency of the
process according to the
landscape architect

observes the effect
of the design options
on the efficiency of
the process in the
eyes of the observer

Describes how the
stakeholders
experienced the
design options

the design plans are: Attractive
vs. Unattractive, structured vs.
Chaotic, Informative vs.
Uninteresting, Innovative vs.
traditional, Useful vs. Useless,
Convincing vs. Unconvincing,
realistic vs. Unrealistic,
Provocative vs. Boring, Beautiful
vs. Ugly

Compares the preconceived
aim of the design plans
and the actual effect on
the efficiency of the
process according to the
landscape architect

observes the way the
design plans are
perceived by the
stakeholders in the
eyes of the observer

Describes how the
stakeholders
experienced the
design plans

the design plans: raise discussion
vs. Do not raise discussion,
Inspiring vs. Uninspiring

Compares the preconceived
aim of the design maps
and the actual effect on
the efficiency of the
process according to the
landscape architect

observes the effect
of the design maps on
the efficiency of the
process in the eyes
of the observer

Describes how the
stakeholders
experienced the
design maps

Compares the preconceived
aim of the photorealistic
visualizations and the
actual effect on the
efficiency of the process
according to the
landscape architect

observes the way the
photorealistic
visualizations are
perceived by the
stakeholders in the
eyes of the observer

Describes how the
stakeholders
experienced the
photorealistic
visualizations

EVALUATION CRITERIA

participatory process?

SSRQ a: how are the design
options perceived?

the design options are: Attractive
vs. Unattractive, structured vs.
Chaotic, Informative vs.
Uninteresting, Innovative vs.
traditional, Useful vs. Useless,
Convincing vs. Unconvincing,
realistic vs. Unrealistic,
Provocative vs. Boring, Beautiful
vs. Ugly

the design options: raise
discussion vs. Do not raise
discussion, Inspiring vs.
SSRQ b: What is the effect of Uninspiring
the design options on the
process?

SSRQ c: how are the design
plans perceived?

SSRQ d: What is the effect of
the design plans on the
process?

the photorealistic visualizations
are: Attractive vs. Unattractive,
structured vs. Chaotic, Informative
vs. Uninteresting, Innovative vs.
traditional, Useful vs. Useless,
SSRQ e: how are the
photorealistic visualizations Convincing vs. Unconvincing,
realistic vs. Unrealistic,
perceived?
Provocative vs. Boring, Beautiful
vs. Ugly
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IV	Survey questions (Dutch)
Algemeen
Op welke manier bent u betrokken bij Thialf?
Meerdere antwoorden mogelijk
o
Bewoner Arnhemse Broek
o
Bewoner Spijkerkwartier
o
Lid van Stadslab Arnhem
o
Lid van Stichting Bouwspeelplaats Thialf
o
Lid van Stichting Vrijstaat Thialf
o
Werkzaam bij Gemeente Arnhem
o
Werkzaam bij Siza
o
Werkzaam bij Sportbedrijf
o
Anders:
Houding van de landschapsarchitect
Op welke manier beïnvloedde de houding van de ontwerper het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op de houding van de landschapsarchitect. (1-5)
•
Charismatisch – Ongeïnspireerd
•
Creatief - Saai
•
Dominant – Passief
•
Open – Gesloten
Facilitering van de bijeenkomst
Op welke manier is de bijeenkomst gefaciliteerd door de landschapsarchitect?
Geef aan in welke mate de landschapsarchitect zorgde dat het volgende gevoel
voor u van toepassing was tijdens de bijeenkomst. (1-5)
•
Betrokken
•
Comfortabel
•
Gelijkwaardig aan de anderen
•
Serieus genomen
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op de landschapsarchitect tijdens de bijeenkomst. (1-5, n.v.t.)
•
Bemiddelde tussen conflicten
•
Loste problemen op
Ontwerptechnieken
Ontwerp mogelijkheden
Hoe heeft u de ontwerp mogelijkheden ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai
Wat is het effect van de ontwerp mogelijkheden op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op
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Ontwerp 1
Hoe heeft u ontwerp 1 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai
Wat is het effect van ontwerp 1 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op
Ontwerp 2
Hoe heeft u ontwerp 2 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai
Wat is het effect van ontwerp 2 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op
Visualisatie 1.1
Hoe heeft u visualisatie 1.1 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai
Wat is het effect van visualisatie 1.1 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op

Visualisatie 1.2
Hoe heeft u visualisatie 1.2 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai

Visualisatie 2.2
Hoe heeft u visualisatie 2.2 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai

Wat is het effect van visualisatie 1.2 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op

Wat is het effect van visualisatie 2.2 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op

Visualisatie 1.3
Hoe heeft u visualisatie 1.3 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai

Visualisatie 2.3
Hoe heeft u visualisatie 2.3 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai

Wat is het effect van visualisatie 1.3 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op

Wat is het effect van visualisatie 2.3 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op

Visualisatie 2.1
Hoe heeft u visualisatie 2.1 ervaren?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Aantrekkelijk – Onaantrekkelijk
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Informatief – Niet interessant
•
Innovatief – Traditioneel
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Mooi – Lelijk
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
•
Overtuigend – Niet overtuigend
•
Realistisch – Niet realistisch
•
Uitdagend – Saai
Wat is het effect van visualisatie 2.1 op het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op bovenstaande afbeelding. (1-5)
•
Inspireert – Inspireert niet
•
Wekt een discussie op – Wekt geen discussie op

Werkwijze
Post-its plakken
Hoe beïnvloedt het post-its plakken bij de ontwerpen de doeltreffendheid van
het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op het plakken van de post-its. (1-5)
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
Discussie
Hoe beïnvloedt de discussie de doeltreffendheid van het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de onderstaande kenmerken volgens u van toepassing
zijn op de discussie. (1-5)
•
Gestructureerd – Chaotisch
•
Inspirerend – Belemmerend
•
Nuttig – Nutteloos
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Connectie afbeeldingen, post-its en discussie
Hoe beïnvloedt de combinatie van afbeeldingen, post-its en discussie de
doeltreffendheid van het proces?
Geef aan in welke mate de volgende kenmerken volgens u van toepassing zijn op
de connectie afbeeldingen, post-its en discussie in de bijeenkomst. (1-5)
•
Logische volgorde - Onlogische volgorde
•
Versterkten elkaar - Werkten elkaar tegen
•
Vulden elkaar aan - Stonden op zichzelf
•
Resulteerde in veel nieuwe ideeën – Resulteerde in weinig nieuwe
ideeën
Gehele bijeenkomst
Heeft de bijeenkomst volgens u geholpen om het verdere proces op gang te
brengen?
Waarom wel/niet?
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Vrijstaatsinrichting
Liset Faber (Wageningen Universiteit) licht haar ontwerpen toe

Het plan’Natuurlijk samen’

Liset Faber, master-student aan de WUR (Wageningen Universiteit) heeft een
onderzoek gedaan naar mogenlijke inrichtingen van het Thialf-terrein. Op 27 mei
presenteerde ze haar ideeën op het Stadskantoor.
Er gaat de komende tijd
veel veranderen; er worden
woningen in de C.A.
Thiemestraat gebouwd,
de voormalige entree
wordt gerenoveerd, het
Sportbedrijf krijgt een
nieuw onderkomen, er
komt een Buitenschoolse
Opvang (BSO) in de oude
beheerderswoning, horeca
in het oude restaurant. En
Stadslab Arnhem (SLA)
wil graag zijn succesvolle
project, de moestuin in de
C.A. Thiemestraat, voortzetten op Thialf.
Voor veel deelnemers aan
deze brainstorm is het ook
een kennismaking met
anderen ‘die iets op Thialf
willen doen’. Tania, van
de BSO zit tegenover de
mensen van het Stadslab,
Karin, Roy, Heleen, Jet.
Nico, bekend gezicht op
Thialf vanuit het Sportbedrijf met zijn collega Hans.
Marijn van de gemeente
en Erik van de Vrijstaat.
Joost, bestuurslid van de
Bouwspeelplaats Thialf

merkt terecht op: “Maar
het gaat om de kinderen
die op Thialf willen spelen
en die zitten nooit aan de
vergadertafel”.

educatie manier, want
kinderen kunnen zo ook
leren een tuintje te onderhouden.

2 richtingen

Heel leuk allemaal en
het verdient zeker nader
onderzoek. Een vervolgafspraak is gemaakt. Of Liset
een van de ontwerpen
uitgevoerd zal zien is de
vraag. Ze studeerd binnenkort af.

Liset komt na een analyse
met 2 ontwerprichtingen:
“Strak gescheiden” en
“Natuurlijk samen”. In
beide ontwerpen worden spelen en tuinieren
gecombineerd. Op een

Marijn (gemeente) en Hans (Sportbedrijf), collega’s onder elkaar

Uitvoering

Tania (BSO de Sterren) plakt geeltjes

Het plan’Natuurlijk samen’ krijgt heel wat opmerkingen maar heeft
voorzichtig de voorkeur voor de meesten. Het blijft nog een eerste
aanzet (sorry Liset). Er moet nog heel wat besproken worden.
Karin, Roy, Heleen, Jet (StadsLAB) serieus aan het pennen

Thialf op zondag open?
Er zijn weer een boel activiteiten op
Thialf de komende maanden. Sport en
spel, maar ook kuntselen op woensdagmiddag! Check onze Facebook pagina
voor de updates:
www.facebook.com/Thialf
We krijgen ook veel verzoeken om op
zondag open te gaan. Er hebben zich inmiddels 9 vrijwilligers aangemeld dus de

kans is groot dat we binnenkort enkele
zondagen open gaan. Hou de FaceBook
pagina in de gaten, of de website van de
Vrijstaat.
Ook helpen?
Wil je ook helpen op een zondag?
Geef je op via de mail (nico.verrips@
arnhem.nl) of bel 026-4436866
Joost (Stichting Thialf) en Nico (Sportbedrijf) in discussie
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Landscape architects are important experts in participatory processes related
to the physical environment. Due to their specific design skills they distinguish
themselves from other disciplines, but the designer role of landscape architects
in participation is relatively underexposed nowadays, especially at the beginning
of the design process. Based on ‘Research Through Designing’ (RTD) in the
case Thialf in Arnhem, it is investigated what the experience is of people who
are involved in a participatory process with a landscape architect who uses
his/her design skills to start a discussion at the beginning of a participatory
process. Three design techniques are used in this research which each proved
to be useful and effective in their own way; design options, design plans and
photorealistic visualisations. Design options are separated elements of a design
with alternatives on a range of two extremes and a middle one to show the
stakeholders what is possible in the area. These options broadened the view
of stakeholders in an indirect way. Two extreme design plans, presented as
maps on a flat surface, are extracted out of the design options to show what
the entire area will look like when the options are implemented. Their extreme
characters provoked many reactions and significantly raised the discussion. For
each plan three photorealistic visualisations were made to ensure that everyone
could envision the interventions of the plans in the field and they appealed to
the imagination of the stakeholders. These design techniques are presented
and analysed in a meeting with stakeholders on the basis of two design
procedures; sticking post-its and a discussion. The entire meeting is reflected
by triangulation of a log by the involved landscape architect, observation by
an external observer and a survey completed by stakeholders. The meeting
resulted in many (critical) reactions of the stakeholders and started a discussion
at the beginning of the process that broadened the views of the stakeholders
and has shown to contribute to a faster progress of participatory processes.

